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LOW-PRICED BEAUTY.

It is an easy matter to make a handsome china
>
closet it is an easy matter to make an inexpensive /
mmmmm
«
^
one but to combine the two qualities?to make a beau- W, i7<Bb
tiful cabinet that shall be low-priced?is a very difficult j
task. It is one of the supreme tests of a cabinetmaker. I
|
When you examine this china cabinet, you will admit that the deed has been handsomely accomplished.
Here is a tall, graceful piece of furniture, finely propor- K
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Miss Dorothy Schindi.er and Miss
Cowan of Toledo, Ohio, graduates of the
Ursuline academy of that city in the
class of 1902, have entered the Ursuline
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Joseph's Church, Rochester,

Eand

N. Y.

A t> VNiiEKiirs lire broke out on the
night of Oct. lfl in the underground
rooms of the College of the Propaganda
at Rome. The firemen had two hours
of hard work to subdue the flames. Tlie
cause was unknown.

They are put up that way
for their good?for your good.
Always fresh, clean, crisp.

Miss Anna Goodrow of St. Peter's

parish, Cambridge, and Miss Clara Hairigan of Brighton have gone to tlie novitiate of the Sisters of St.
Canton, Mass.
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ECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
Miss Mary McCormick, a graduate of
the class of 1902, convent of Notre Dame,
Berkeley street, Boston, has entered
Trinity College, Washington, D. C.
The Most Rev. John M. Farley,
D. D., archbishop of New York, laid the
corner-stone of St. Donato's Italian
Churth, Staten Island, N. V., Oct. 22.
The Very Rev. John A. Shei'l'Ard,

vicar-generalof the Newark diocese, laid
the corner-stone of the new Slav church
of St. Mary, in Passaic, N. J., Oct. 20.

Mr. Thomas F. By an of New York
has given *200,000, in his wife's name, te>
build a new cathedral in Richmond, Va.,
to be named in honor of the Sacred
Heart.
It is announced that Bishop Favier of
Pekin has had a stroke of apoplexy, affecting his left side. High official honors had been conferred on him lately by

the Chinese government.
The Forty Hours' Devotion will take
place next week in the following
churches : Gate of Heaven, South Bos-

ton ; St. Joseph, Roxbury
rinus, Cochituate.

; St. Zephe-

The Right Rev. Charles E. McDonD. D., bishop of Brooklyn, dedicated, Oct. 15, the new novitiate of the
nell,

cent package of

The

Bishop himself sang tlie Mass in St.
Mary's Cathedral, and the sermon was
delivered by the Right Rev. John J.
O'Connor, D. D., bishop of Newark.
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Uneeda Biscuit

Tiik sacerdotal jubilee of tlie Right
Rev. James A. McFaul, I). I)., bishop of
Trenton, was celebrated Oct. 23.

you will learn to live

better when you buy
Biscuit, Crackers and Wafers in

St. John the Baptist's German
The cost of subscription may be re- Church, Joliet, 111., in charge of the
duced by paying from two to four years Franciscan Fathers, celebrated its golden
jubilee <>ct. 21. Tlie Right Rev. John
in advance, as follows
Janssen, D. I)., bishop of Belleville,
$3-00
Years
Two
pontifical high Mass, and tlie
4.00
celebrated
Years
Three
S.OO sermon was delivered by the Very Rev.
Four Years
(». F. M., of St. Louis,
Persons wishing to canvass for the Ilugolinus Storff,
provincial.
must
a letter from their

:

November 1, 1902

Little Sisters of the Pool at Queens,
Long Island. The main building will
aecommodato 125 novices.

TIIK

Managing Ddjf.ctor,
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The RightRev. Philip J. G ariugan, Light in that city, Oct. 18, 14, 15. SolD. D., bishop of Sioux City, dedicated, emn pontifical Mass was celebrated in
Oct. 19, the Corpus Christi Academy, the cathedral of San Francisco dc Assisi
Fort Dodge, lowa, and delivered the by the Right Rev. George Montgomery,
dedicatory sermon. The school is under D. D., bishop of Los Angeles and MonThe Most Rev. Plaiidk L. Ciia- the direction of the Sisters of Charity of terey, in presence of the Most Rev. Peter
the Blessed Virgin Mary from Dubuque, Bourgade, D. I)., archbishop of Santa
cei.i.e, I). D., archbishop of New Orleans anil Apostolic Delegate Extraor- and is connected with the church of Fe; and the sermon was delivered by the
dinary for Cuba, Porto Rico and the Corpus Christi, of which the Very Rev. Right Rev. Nicholas Mat/., D. D., bishop
of Denver. When Archbishop Lamy
Philippine Islands, has gone to Rome on P. .1. Rurke, Y. F., is pastor.
brought the first four Sisters from
matters concerning Cuba, but is also
The Rev. Thomas A. Kennedy, a
Kansas City to Santa Ft§ fifty years ago,
making his visit ad limina as archSpringfield boy, has been assigned as they
bishop.
were attacked by Indians, and the
assistant at St. Martin's Church, Otter
youngest, Sister Alphonsa, died from
Thirty-three younggirls from Ireland
River, Mass. He was ordained in Paris
and was buried by Archbishop
recently left for Brisbane, Queensland, to in 1901, and on .July 14 celebrated his first fright,
in
Lamy
the wilderness. At the golden
become Sisters of Mercy. The motherMass in the Sacred Heart Church, Springhouse in that far-off place numbers 215 field, where he was once an altar boy. For jubilee, two of her own sisters, belonging
to the Loretto order, were present.
Sisters already, and they have the care about a year he was on mission in Hanabout
children
7,000
of
in elementary cock, Mich., whence he was recalled by
RECENT DEATHS.
schools, besides the care of boarding- Bishop Heaven.
schools, refuges, etc.
Mrs. Mary A. Mitchell, the devoted
When the news of the settlement of
sister and last near relative of ArchPerm.,
the
coal
reached
Hazleton,
strike
The Eighth N. Y. Regiment, ten comj
bishop Farley of New York, died Oct. 10,
panics, .100 strong, were present at All the Rev. James Y. Hussie, pastor of St.
in Williamsburg, N. V., agedsixty-seven.
Church,
hoisted
a
on
large
flag
12,
in Gabriel's
Saints' Church, New York, Oct.
Madame Sarah Gordon, R. S. 11., died,
the afternoon, at services conducted by his parish school, and then 400 school
19, in New Orleans, La. She had
Oct.
where
church,
their chaplain, the Rev. James A. children marched to the
for some years before, connected
been,
Dooley, pastor of St. James' Church, Father Hussie offered prayers, and they
convent of the Sacred Heart in
with
the
Milton, N. Y. Thesoldiers marched from sang "Holy God, We Praise Thy Name."
London, Can.
the Park avenue and 04th street armory They also sang "America" outside St.
The Rev. Joseph Stoeppelmann, formto Fifth avenue, and then up the avenue Joseph's Slovak school. A special Mass
erly pastor of St. Charles Borromeo's
offered
church.
of
was
in
St.
Gathanksgiving
to the
Church, Carthage, Ohio, died, Oct. 20,
briel's Church.
The Very Rev. Patrick J. Farat St. Francis' Hospital, Cincinnati,
Dr. J. B. Boucher of Hartforel, Conn., Ohio. In that city also he was born in
rei.i.v, Y. F., of St. Agnes' Church,
Greenport, N. V., has been appointed to has presented to St. Francis' Hospital in 1862. He was ordained by Archbishop
succeed the late Very Rev. Martin Car- that city a complete bacteriological Purcell in IS7O.
roll as pastor of St. Vincent dc Paul's laboratory supplied with the most
The Rev. Fridolin J. Prommherz,
Church, Brooklyn. Father Farrelly modern and expensive microscopes, in- C. S. Sp., D. D.. died at the central prostudied for the priesthood at All Hallows' cubators, and cabinets, and all the recent vincial house, Cornwells, Perm., Oct. 18.
College, Dublin, and was sent for a time efficientand valuable apparatus for blood He was born in Pittsburg in 1874. About
examinations and the study of disease. a year ago, after he had graduated with
to the mission fields in South Africa.
The gift is for a memorial of Dr. Bom It- highest honors at the Gregorian College
The Must Rev. John M. Faki.ey, er's late wife, Marie Kennedy lonelier,
1
in Rome, he came to Cornwells, where
D. D., archbishop of New York, dedi- a member of the Ladies of Charity conhe
taught dogmatic theology at the
cated three new altars, Oct. 10, in the nected with the hospital, who was enthuchurch of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel, siastic in her devoted support of its in- seholasticate.
Mr. Robert Thompson, aged 102 years,
Tuxedo, N. V., of which the Rev. Peter terests and zealous to
promote the good the oldest Grand Army man in Illinois
F. Guinevan is pastor. The altars are of
those in suffering. A marble tablet and perhaps in the United States, died
the gifts of 11. O. Havemeyer, Jr., Col.
bears the inscription: "The Marie Ken- at St. Joseph's Home for the Aged, in
Alfred L. Doyle and Mrs. Stuart A.
nedy Boucher Memorial Laboratory, charge of the Sisters of St. Francis,
Coates, residents of Tuxedo.
111., Oct. 17. He was born in IrePresented by Her Husband, John B. Peoria,
land in 1800, and was over sixty years
D.,
1902."
Boucher,
M.
The Young Men's Catholic Associaold when he enlisted in the 77th Illinois
St. Mary's
tion held its opening exercises of the
The golden jubilee of the arrival of regiment. He was buried inhis
to
rest by
season, Oct. 21, in Boston College Hall the Sisters of Loretto in Santa Fe, Xew Cemetery, accompanied
his old comrades in the G. A. H.
in
house
of
the
and the
Association on Mexico, was celebrated with great reMay their souls and the souls of all
East Newton street. About 1,200 per- joicing at the Academy of Our Lady of the faithful
departedrest in peace.
present.
sons were
An addresswas made
by the Rev. W. G. Read Mullan, S. J.,
president of the college of the ImmacuCl,erry Pectoral.
%t/%"po
late Conception, and honorary president
of the Association.
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A doctor's medicine.
Weak throats, weak lungs. iS^SSii:
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Promptly at 2 o'clock Monday
First Meeting of the afternoon the anthracite-coal
Arbitration
strike Commission met in the
Commission.
hearing room of the interstate
commerce commission. There
was a full representation of both operators and miners.
and members of the press and a number of other interested parties were present. Mr. Mitchell, president
of the United Mine Workers, District President Faliy
and Walter 1".. Weyl appeared for the miners, and the
coal-carrying reeads were representee! as follows: President llaer of the Philadelphia A Reading; E. B.
Thomas, chairman of the board of Pennsylvania Coal
Company and Hillside Coal & Iron Company; Alfred
Walter, president of the Lehigh Valley: W. 11. Truesdale, president of the Delaware, Lackawanna A: Western: David Wilcox, vice-president <>f the Delaware A
lluilse.it; John B. Dorr, vice-president of the Scranton
Coal Company a' d Elk 11 ill Coal & Iron Company; J.
B. Torrey, attorney for the Delaware & Hudson, and
Francis I. Gowan. attorney for the Lehigh Valley
Company. Matters merely in eliniinary were discussed.
The most important inci-'ent of this first meeting was
the objection by Mr. liaerto the appearance of John
Mitchell as representative eef the Mine Workers' Union.
Mr. Mitchell replied that the objectionsraised as to his
status were neet involved in the case. He said he appeared as a representative of tho anthracite coalminers, and distinctly refrained in his reply from mentioning the Union. The Commission made no attempt to settle the controversy, but it was made apparent that the recognition eef the Miners' Union will
bean important and kni.tty problem for the arbitrators.
Another incident of more or less significance was the
refusal by the Commission to accept the offer made by
the mine operators to place a special train at the disjeeesal of the Commissiien, if it was decided to visit the
mines. The exchange of views on the matter brought
expect personally
eeut the fact that the Commissieeners
no favors, and
accepting
expenses,
of
their
all
pay
ti.
them if so disto
reimburse
relying on the government

posed.
With eighty per cenL of the
The Coal Situation. total number of their workers
back at the collieries, and more
than inety per cent, of the mines open, the large
coal companies are making greaterprogress than they
expected last week, when work was resumed.
all
Moat Of the' mines now opened are not working
but
parts, the lower veins of many being still flooded,
these will soon be cleared, and in a week or ten days
the normal output will be mined. From Scranton it
is reporteel that the five big companies haiing their
cent, of their colliermain offices there have ninety per
is now more
output
the
that
ies in operation, and
is
In Boston,
normally.
of
what
it
three-quarters
than
has
not yet
coal,
price
the
cheaper
despite rumors of
say
The
coal-dealers
rates.
to
reasonable
come down
c.ernes
enough
until
coal
that prices cat. met change
begin
here to change it. Hard coal, they say, will not
weeks
yet.
three
to come in here for some .
.........
We have all read of tlie great reDeI'.ntha,
eeptie.n accorded te.
EBMoebrsdin ngland.
larey and Dc Wit when they arrived in England a few months
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MO-how they were feasted andpeople, some
and conditions of the British
1

applauded byall

tieuU

kinds

writers
;?lulatum
of
by
this
have been very much impressed
for
the
British
praised
accordingly
have
the Boers, and
foes. There has evitheir generosity to their former
Since, for we learn
.sentiment
In
change
a
dently been
that
the Boer commanders
papers this week
after addressing a
Joubert,
ami
Kritztnger, Fouche
Englandtad
Cambridge.
in
meeting the other night,
people that
Of
angry
the
crowd
from
a narrow escape
was obliged
Kiit/.inger
speeches.
had listened to their
while the other, were
t,, scale a wall to getaway,
police.
escorted to their hotel by the
The Irish members continue to
be the Storm centre of the
Ireland in the
of Common*.
House of Commons. British House
of

from'the

Impassioned condemnation

BHtfahruleinlre^dU^e^^^;reach us of the
member
y

that

the assistance of

a

number o
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s, in-
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O'Brien to move the adjournment of the House to
discuss the proclamation of the Crimes Act in Ireland.
Mr. O'Brien argued that the harsh administration of
this act was endangering the peace of Ireland. He
accused the chief secretary for Ireland, Mr.Wyndham,
of employing England's power to enable the territ-.rial magnates of Ireland to play their own game. He
contended that Dublin was much more peaceable than
Birmingham, and said the Irish were prepared to
make generous terms with the landlords if the latter
would act as Irishmen instead of posing as "countryless, half-caste, Anglo-Irish octoroons." Mr. Wyndham
made tho usual reply about maintaining law and order
in Ireland. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman blamed
the government for refusing facilities for the discussion of Irish matters, and declared that Mr. Wyndham
had failed to justify the enforcement of the Crimes
Act. The House then divided on Mr. O'Brien's motion, which was defeatedby 816 votes to 121.

J
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the archipelago. From the meagre report of the newspapers we gather that Mr. Schurman had some good
things to say of the friars. He said that people in the
United States underestimate what the friars did for
the Filipinos. "They gave," said he, "a good, oldfashioned education to the aristocratic minority and an
elementary education to the masses." Of the language
question in the islands, he said: "I am profoundly impressed that the natives will not give up their own language for English. We have tried that, but it is a mis-

take."

With the approach of cold
Fighting Smallpox. weather smallpox again begins
to manifest itself. In Webster,
and the neighboring town of Dudley, fifteen cases have
been officially reported, and, according to the physicians, there are at least a score more in the two towns.
Many of the victims have been walking the streets and
entering public places for days past. Vaccination has
The stronuousness of one of our been ordered in all factories. In other places still
naval officers down in Panama closer to Boston several cases have been discovered,
Casey at the
Isthmus.
seems likely to cause a little bother and energetic measures will be taken to guard against
It is reported such a scare as that of last winter. A house to house
to our
.. government.
*
~
from Washington that the negotiations for the Pan- canvass will be begun in many places for the purpose of
country
between
this
and Colom- vaccinating the inhabitants, and so lessening the dantreaty
American canal
bia are now entirely suspended, and the prospects of a ger of a widespreadepidemic this winter.
iL.
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A decision of more than usual
successful issue have beon seriously endangered by
what Colombian legation officials consider "another Civil Law Affects interest was rendered in the

unwarranted assumption of sovereignty" by RearAdmiral Casey, in command of the naval forces on the
isthmus.
This was the reported action of RearAdmiral Casey in sending officers aboard the new Coleenibian gunboat " Bogota," recently outfitted at San
Francisco, when sho arrived at Panama bay, and challenging her papers and her right to fly the Colombian
tlag. At the legation it is said that Admiral Casey
had no right to take such action, inasmuch as the
vessel was in Colombian waters, and that, in any event,
the exchange of flags had been made in San Francisco
in due form, and the Bogota " as she left that port,
flying the Colombian flag, had been saluted by the
United States fortification in the Golden Gate.
The frightful ravages of plague
Cholera in the and cholera in the Orient are set
forth in mail advices received this
Orient.
week by the marine hospital service. Chief Quarantine Officer Perry, at Manila, estimates the number of cases of cholera in the Philippine
Islands since March 20 last at 75,000, with a mortality
of 75 [er cent. He says, under date of Sept. 19, that
the disease has practically disappeared from the provinces that were first infected, but those most recently
infected are suffering severely. The province of Hoilo
and the adjacent island of Negros are badly infected,
the towns in
and the situation is alarming Some of
these provinces have lost 10 per cent, of their population, and the epidemic continues severe. In Japan the
latest advices show that there have been 4,:J:!0 cases
and L.650 deaths from cholera. China aud Egypt have
also suffered severely from the ravages of cholera.
It is reported from Washington
Looking for Coaling this week that Secretary Hay is
preparing to negotiate a treaty
Stations.
with Cuba by which the United
States will obtain sites for coaling-stations in the island. The >"avy Department, it is understood, will at
once prepare a memorandum fixing the location and
area of the ground wanted by the navy. This memorandum will recommend that Cuba be asked to cede
sufficient ground for a naval station at Guantanamo,
on the southern shore of Cuba, whore Rear-Admiral
Sampson established his base during the blockade of
Cervera's fleet in Santiago Bay, and for coaling-staCuba,
tions at Cienfuegos, also on the southern sheere of
shore.
The
omison
the
northeastern
and Nipe Bay,
States
the
of
the
Uniteel
request
front
Havana
sion of
Cuba,
will undoubtedly be highly satisfactory to
though it will not be so pleasant to naval experts,who
believe this government should by all means have a
naval station in that harbor. With (.uantanamo, Cienfuegos and Nipe Bay id the possession of the United
will control important
Mate's, however, this country
with
respect to the internot
only
strategic positions,
but
with
regard
to the waters of
Cuba,
in
nal situation
tliat section of the globe.
At a meeting of the Young
1 Men's Bible Class of the Fifth
Schurman
President
on MonPraises the Friars. Avenue Baptist Church
day night last, President Schur.
of the first Philipman eef Cornell, formerly a member
of affairs in
on
the
condition
spoke
commission,
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United States Court of Appeals
this week, when the court decided
that the military of the L'nited States Army are amenable in the civil courts of the country for offences
other than those committed solely in violation of armyrules. The decision was delivered in the case of
Lieutenant John N. Neal, a Presidio eellicer convicted
of forgery in 18.i,-< by a jury and sentenced to serve two
years in prison. N'eal's attorneys appealed from the
lower court's findings and the jury's verdict, claiming
that as Neal and all the parties concerned in his
alleged offence were of the United States Army, Neal's
trial should have been a court-martial under the articles of war. The higher court will not grant that
error occurred in this particular.
One of the most interesting of
Back to Palestine. latter-day movements is that
which is known as Zionism, which
has for its object the colonizing of Palestine with Jews.
The movement has now been in existence for several
years, and while its supporters are enthusiastic, there
is not that stream of Jews flowing from all parts of the
world toward Palestine which was fondly hopedwould
result from their efforts. In Boston the other night,
at a public meeting, the aims of the movement were
explained. Dr. L. A. Freedman said that Zionism is
not merely a dream. During the last six years it has
become a fact. It has drawn to it hundreds and
thousands of people, and these are filled with
one desire
to solve the Jewish problem. "We
want the Jews who can not find a home to concentrate
in Palestine," he said, " and there form a nucleus
about which the whole of /ion can gather. The Jews
feel today that they can not amalgamate or mix with
others. Our only hope is the return to Palestine.
This is why the Jew must either become a Zionist or
else leave Judaism altogether."
?leehn E. Redmond, the leader of
John E. Redmond the Irish Parliamentaryparty, lias
Tells Where the made a statement concerning the
funds collected first to buy the
Money Went.
Parnell estate, and, when the plan
fell through, to erect the Parnell monument. In a
letter to the Irish Times Mrs. Dickinseen, a sister of
Charles Stewart Parnell, demanded an accounting from
Redmond. A London despatch of Saturday last said
that Mrs. Dickinson had made public all the correspondence she had with Mr. Redmond on the subject.
Mr. Redmond states that the funds collected never at
any time passed through his hands. They went to
the Parnell monument committee in Dublin, and subsequently were invested in government stock for the
treasurers of that committee, by the most eminent
stock-broker in Dublin, James McCan. The only actual expenditure has been in the purchase of a bronze
bust of Parnell which was required by the sculptor
who is making the monument, and in the purchase of
the Avondale library. The sculptor is St. Gaudens.
Mr. Redmond explains that there has been some
regrettable delay, but that the model is now complete,
and so the work will preeceed rapidly, that the monument may soon be in its place. The funds at hand, he
says, are not enough to complete the monument, but
he thinks there will be no difficulty in obtaining the
necessary balance when required.
the Soldier.
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to fight shy ol 'receiving' the Boer heroes, for fear of
wounding British susceptibilities, is the same which
actuated them to close their eyes to the unholy
methods by which the piratical empire robbed the tiny
The Dally Press Appointing Coadjutors.
South African republics of their independence."
"The dailies," says the Catholic Telegraph, "are
»
«
»
appointing coadjutors to our beloved Archbishop at
A
Great
the
Problem
up
Approaching.
the rate of two or three a day. If they keep
Says the Canadian Messenger: " Protestant minisgait, they will certainly succeed in naming the future
appointee, as they will have named all the bishops in ters and thinking men all over the United States are
awaking to the disastrous effects of non-religious
the country and all the priests in the archdiocese."
education in the American public schools. Not to
a
v
*
teach that there is a God is practically, for almost all
Poverty and Drink Closely Allied.
children, to teach there is no God, If a man has no
or
Whether it be drink which causes poverty
God, he has no moral law to follow; and nothing but
poverty which causes drink, it is terribly clear how force can keep his passions in check. It would be
evils,"
says the
close tho bon 1 is between the two fell
better to live with a tribe of Blackfeet than with a
Pittsburg Catholic, "and how together they work
nation of such men. When the House of Representaand
insanity
crime,
themselves out in disease and
tives at Washington will have to legislate for a nation
death."
of such unbelievers, it will be brought face to face
sea
with problems in comparison with which the present
Crime and Taxation in Ireland.
trust question and coal strike are but trifles."
"Though there is less crime in Ireland than in any
* # *
other country in the world," says the Catholic RegisPolitics.
ter, "Irishmen are taxed three times as much for Religion and
police as Englishmen and Scotchmen, who provide
" The men who seek office and those who are in office have no especial regard for the views or the rights
proportionately five times as many criminals."
el
?
?
of those who do not show themselves a power to be
counted with in politics," says the Catholic Universe.
A Hopeful Outlook.
In addition to this, the right of suffrage implies its
the
United
numerous
cities
aud
in
are
towns
" Theresays
exercise.
The virtuous citizens must be active in polthe Arc Maria, "where the saloons
States,"
itics
to
fulfil their civic duty. The German Cathothe
with
new
but,
one;
outnumber
churches ten to
to belaws regulating the sale of liquor, it is hoped that this lics, bishops, priests and people, are not afraid
come factors in politics. Had they been timid, the
habit
pernicious
proportion will soon be reduced. The
Center Party would not have been represented by its
of treating accounts for the large number of saloons
solid phalanx in the Reichstag, and Bismarck would
that
the
efforts
everywhere. We are glad to know
have gone to Canossa. Has the activity of the
now being made to counteract it are meeting with not
German Catholics in matters political lost them the
much success."
respect of their opponents '.' When a strong man
?
*
armed guards his rights, those things are in peace
Religion for Men as Well as for Women.
which he possesses."
The Reriew of St. Louis, commenting on the saying
* * *
"that religion is good enough for women," remarks:
"The assertion that religion is good for women only, The Bible as Literature.
Talk about re-introducing the Bible into the public
is very uncomplimentary either for the ladies or for
the gentlemen. For the ladies, if you hold religion to schools to be studied as literature moves the Catholic
be false and thereby imply that falsehood is enough Transcript to say: " The Bible is good literature. But
for women; for the gentlemen, if you consider religion the Bible in the hands of children is dangerous literato be true; for then your declaration means, Let the ture. As a model of fine writing, it can afford to remain unexamined. As a repository of divine inspiramen go to hell!"
tion, it can not be lost without inflicting a cruel wrong
elf
* *
upon the nations that adore the true God. The sacred
A Case In Point.
operate
upon his should not be mixed up with the profane. What
to
surgeon
for
a
looking
When
"
crippled child," says the Michigan Catholic, " million- should be read reverently must not be submitted to
aire Armour could find him only in Austria, one of the critical and scientific study. Make the Bible a textmost Catholic countries in Europe. Mr. Armour had book of English and you rob it of its supernatural
spent a fortune in the treatment of his little daughter, character and deprive the children of a fruitful source
and spared no expense in securing the best medical of spiritual enlightenment and elevation. The higher
has brought discredit upon the sacred pages.
talent. He found it at the University of Vienna in criticism
looks
very
It
much as though some of our literary and
to
who
came
over
the
sea
Lorenz,
the person of Dr.
Solons
educational
are bent on completing the wretched
effect the cure of the crippled child. Strange, how
business."
are!
behind the times these Catholic countries
"
?
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WChatEdolicS
rs ay.

BY DENIS A. MCCARTHY.

[Written in memory of William Hopkins (Bud Brier),
lately deceased.]

Cometh again the feast of those who have journeyed before us,
Those who have passed beyond and left us behind

heavy-hearted,

Over the world arise the prayers of the living in chorus,
Asking the mercy of God on the souls of the faithful
departed.
Cometh again the day of those who have loved US, and
cherished,
Those on whose strength we have leaned, whose
spirit has helped and befriended,
Those in whose love we have lived as the plant by the
sunlight is nourished,
Those who have cheered us and smiled till the grief
that assailed us was ended.

??

Cometh again the time in these opening hours of November,
Time when the bonds of the spirit are closelier drawn
in devotion,
Time when the heart of the Church is specially moved to
remember,
Time when her orisons rise with a noise like the
moan of the ocean.

Never before I knew the meaning and depth of the mor-

"

?

?

*

The Church Must Guide and Illumine.
This view of the coal strike situation, from the New
Century, is worthy of note: " The strike in the anthracite coal-fields has been of immense advantage to the
public. This appears to be an absurd paradox. It is
not. The coal strike has had an educational value of
immeasurable importance, because it has made all
men, even the most apathetic, think on economic
questions. The vital movements growing out of this
widely popular agitation and unrest must be guided
and illuminedby the Church."

»
«

«

Bishop Spalding Labor's Friend.

The Catholic Union and Times says: "Catholics,
naturally, are especially pleased that the President
named Bishop Spalding as a member of the Commission. In the whole American hierarchy, no. happier
selection could be made, for the venerable Peoria
prelate is particularly qualified by virtue of special
study and a judicial cast of mind to consider the momentous questions the Commission is called upon to
adjudicate. While the good Bishop will weigh the
evidence submitted with strict impartiality, we can
well believe that his sympathies are with the toilers;
that they count on him as a firm friend is well

known."
«

?

»

Europe and the Boers.
Says the Monitor: "Geueral Delarey is undoubtedlycorrect in stating that it would have been better for
the Boer commissioners to have nothing to do with
European rulers and officials. The cowardice displayed by various sovereigns and royal functionaries
encountered by the Boer generals in their travels, has
taught the latter a lesson which they are not likely to
forget. The feeling which prompts kings and courts

*

row,

Never before its truthhad power my mind to awaken,
Never before 'till now when sore is my heart with the
?

sorrow,

Sore with the sorrow that came when the friend of my
bosom was taken.

?

Cometh the feastof the dead. Oh friend, whose departure bereft me I
I have no fear you are gone on a voyage alone and uncharted,
Oreat is my grief, yet I know you are safe, since the moment you left me,
Safe in the keeping of God in the port of the faithful

r

*

President Eliot and the Public Schools.
"President Eliot, of Harvard University," says the
New YorkFreeman's Journal, "declares that the American public school system is inefficient because it fails
to train up good citizens. He says it has failed to train
citizens so that they can vote intelligently; failed to
stamp out gambling; failed to curb mob law and
crimes of violence; failed to cultivate sufficient reasoning power in employers and employed to prevent
strikes, violence and loss; and failed to abolish tho
demoralizing spoils system in the civil service. If
Harvard's president is correct in his statements it
follows very evidently that our school system has
proved a failure, after a long and costly trial. Having
proved this, it is strange that President Eliot can find
no better remedy than to make the system more costly.
It does not seem to have occurred to him that the
absence of rel gious teaching and moral training may
have been the reason why our public school system
has failed to make good, reliable citizens."
?

November I, 1902.

?

Education Must be Christianized.
Writing of President Eliot's recent criticism of the
public schools and the remedy he puts forward to
make them better, the New World comments:
" Vet
what is the remedy proposed ? More schools, more
teachers and better pay for the teachers. From this
a logical mind must dissent. The cause does not seem
to lie in a fewness of teachers,?rather in something

lacking in the system itself. It is significant, for
instance, that those employers who oppress their employees most pitilessly usually are men who have
enjoyed the advantages of the best high schools. On
the other hand, it is a notorious fact that a number
of propagandists of anarchy in the mining region,
daring the recent strike, were themselves the product
of the best public high schools abroad, just as Czolgosz

departed!

?

Rosary Magazine.

was a product of the public schools of this country.
View the outlook as we may, we can not believe there
will be any lessening of the evils Professor Eliot
deplores until some way is found of Christianizing
education here in America."

«

*

?

The Church and the Faithful Departed.
Some few are mindful of their obligation and pray
for their dead," says the Pittsburg Observer. "But
the city of the dead contains souls neglected since the
funeral dirge. The solicitude of a mother for the
souls of her children commands the Church observe
All Souls' Day. No soul can be neglected in thewatchful eye of the Church. Praying constantly and offering the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass for them is her mission as well as to save souls, in season and out of
season admonishing the faithful to pray for the dead,
to heed their plea, Have mercy on me, have mercy
on me, at least you, my friends, for the hand of the
Lord hath touched me! Tliat no soul shall be neglected, the feast of All Souls is made obligatory on all
priests and people who celebrate and attend Mass that
day; for is it not ' a holy and a wholesome thought to
pray for the dead that they may be loosed from their
sins ' ? How the faithful should gather to pray and
offer sacrifices and imitate their exemplar theChurch.
When the once loved ones have forgotten the object of
their love and busied themselves with the needs and
distractions of life, the Church remains faithful to her

"

'

'

trust."

*

*

?

'Tls True, 'Tis Pity.
Opposition to the "stage Irishman" is in the
air. From every quarter we hear mutterings of
disgust for his antics. Some of us with Irish names
and Irish blood are not yet sufficiently disgusted
with the caricatures of the Irish race so often presented on the stage. The Casket commenting on this
says:"And here is the real occasion for astonishment. That a band of wandering players should present an unscrupulous caricature of Irish life and
manners to the public, is not so verysurprising. These
poor things do not get their bread by being over-nice
about decency or truth, in one way or another. But
every Irishman who respects his nationality and his
manhood, who has ever given one moment's thought
to the grand achievements of his race in the service of
religion and morality, who has preserved in him even
a few of the characteristics that made tho Irish race so
noble that the greatest human power ever exerted, the
power of the mightiest nation that ever oppressed
another, could not degrade that race,?every such
Irishman must feel ashamed when men of Irish blood
sit down in a theatre to applaud blackguardly insults
to their race and religion."

5
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money." This is a variation on the old accusation
that Catholic Americans are being impoverished supporting the Pope, the cardinals and a foreign hierarchy
Posts may again rejoice. Bishop Spalding, to whom in luxury. Neither
is true, but then that makes no
rumor has given the archbishopric of Chicago, and
to
the
Examiner,
difference
which, despite its name,
to whom President Roosevelt has given a place on the
does not seem to examine very closely.
commission which is to settle tho miners' strike, like
Leo XIII. is a poet, as well as a scholar anil a thinker.

Ii one needed more testimony to disprove the calumny which pointed to the friars in the Philippines as
conspirators against American rule, the following from

11 as the Outlook so forgotten the Bible as not to perceive the error in its long article on"The Coal-Strike:
the Manila American ought to have weight. The
a Neai-by View," where the writer says that "a Slav
American has been decidedly anti-Catholic since its esin Lackawanna County went to the woods to cut down
tablishment, yet it is constrained to say:?
a few branches to decorate his home in celebration of
" The friars have been accused of being the worst
the feast of the ascension of the Holy (ihost'".'
enemies of the United States, but where is the proof
that even one friar was ever implicated in an insurMakion Cbawford says, in relation to the social
recto conspiracy? But it is to be remembered that
standing of the Popes, that while peasant and prince
there have been numerous disturbances of a most,
have an equal chance of wearing the triple crown, it will,
serious nature in many places where no friars have
nevertheless, be found in history that it has been
been for years."
more often worn by peasants than by princes, and
Who thinks that tho Catholic Church does not loom
most often by men issuing from the middle class."
large in the affairs of the world'.' Persecuted and
Wk should mit leave this coal strike question with- deniedher rights in France, she is triumphant at The
out remembering with gratitude the generosity of Hague, where eminent men judge calmly and dispasthose charitable people in Boston and elsewhere who, sionately, and declare her contention against Mexico
when there was the sad prospect of suffering among just. In America the appointment of Judge Smith, a

"

the poor because of the high prices of coal, promptly
subscribed large amounts of money for the purchase of
fuel. This was a display of that sort of American
public spirit which makes thoughtful citizens proud of
their country and of their citizenship.
I'kokksmik Davih Cottkr, principal eef the Catholic High School, Philadelphia, writes, under date
Oct. 18:?

" From the beginning, I have been a careful reader
of Mr. Starbuck's most able articles. I have just read
to some friends the article in this week's llevikw,
and it is no less their wish than mine that I should
write to thank Mr. Starbuck and the Rkvik.w affording us such a rare intellectual treat as is gben
in his Considerations on Catholie'isui.' May his
trenchant pen be long spared to the cause of truth anil
justice."

'

with the coal strike,which barely escaped becoming a national calamity, to say nothing of the other
evils which affect the body social and politic in these
United States, it is no wonder the Mexican Herald
remarks:
What

?

"While northern journals regularly preach sermons
to Latin-American countries, and good people seek to
set Mexico right in so many ways, there would seem
to be some things to be reformed at home. We don't
wish to appear hypercritical, but would ask if a little
more modesty in lecturing this country would not be
wholly becoming?"

The Evening Post of New York, commenting on
President Eliot's remarks (quoted by us last week)
calls them pessimistic, and reminds him that it will
not do to hope more from the schools than they can

give.

trained intelligence," says the Post, " may indeed check the potential elrunkard, wastrel ami rioter,
but education readily becomes the tool of the unscrupulous boss, the professional gambler anel the ceerrupt
labor leader."
Well, then, something else is needed. The Catholic
Church supplies it when, together with intellectual
of the
training, it trains also the heart anil conscience

"A

.

pupil.

.-

Tin. e9p* tutor says of Jeanne d' Are, that her character and achievements "have long passed beyond the
courage
range of controversy"; and that her simple
which
profoundly
faith,
so
influenced
and her splendid
the fortuues of France, are accepted by all with un-

.

The world needs no
questioning admiration.
Jeanne
d'Arc's piety or paargument te. ceeuvince itof
died at the stake,
d'
Arc
leanne
triotism
as only a resuch
amends
but her memory received
pentant

world can make."

Wk learn through the Ckvrchman that the BxomUni r,
a Baptist je.urnal, has been saying things about the
satisfacCatholic Church. Pointing with complacent
the
sect,
K.raminer
Baptist
tion to the progress of the
this c.eui.try "has
says that the Cathe.lie Church in
ami foreign
hieraivhy
b.-en sustained by a foreign

|

met his death. Sedition was his instrument, and he
reaped what he sowed. He dies as the result of his own
criminal folly. He is in no sense a martyr to the Protestant or to any other cause, except that of anarchy,
hut simply one who, having incited a brawl, in iDjured
and dies as a result of his injuries. This is sad to say,
but truth requires that it be not left unsaid."

An Intemperate Temperance Advocate.
An excellent example of the intemperate temperance

advocate is the Rev. Franklin Hamilton, pastor of the
first Methodist church, West End. Mr. Hamilton is
not known to us personally, but we base this estimate
of his character on the sermon reported in Monday's
Herald. This report shows the preacher to have completely lost control of his temper, and to have forgotten entirely his Christian charity. His attack on
the Rev. Denis J, O'Farrell, the esteemed pastor of
St. Stephen's Church, North End, was most contemptible. The Rkvikw need not remind its readers
of the way its sympathies lie on every question which
involves temperance and total abstinence. Rut we
have nothing but condemnation for the mud-slinging
of the Rev. Franklin Hamilton and his kind. Father
O'Farrell is one of the most respected pastors in Boston, loved and esteemed not only by his own

Catholic

the Philippine Commission is a tardy people, but by non-Catholics as well. H is
opinions on
recognition of the rights of the Catholic citizens of the question of district local option are those
of a farthis country to be represented in a case which has to seeing, conscientious priest and citizen.
They do not
deal so largely with interests that Catholics alone can altogether agree with our views, but they
deserve the
fully appreciate and understand. This appointment is respect and consideration of thinking people
generally.
anothor evidence of the place which tho Church fills The life and character of such a man should
make it
in affairs of worldwide, interest, as is also the selection impossible for him to be misunderstood or misinterby President Roosevelt of Bishop Spalding of Peoria as preted, and should render him immune from
the vile
one of the arbitrators of the coal strike.
insinuations contained in Mr. Hamilton's so-called
sermon. Blaine had his Burchard. Friends of disA DUBIOUS instance of the way in which the. care of
trict local option may well pray to be delivered from
the Catholic Church to record the baptism of children
Hamilton.
works to the advantage of the young people under
legal age, whom modern conditions of labor would
True Love for the Dead.
force into mills and factories, is shown in Pennsylvania,
The intention of the Apostleship of Prayer for the
where, according to a writer in tho New York Evening
month of November is indeed an appropriate one. for
Post, there is no law requiring registration of birth.
the month of November is the month of the holy souls,
He says:?
and
the intention for which we are to pray is
" When a parent goes to a judge to get a sworn cer" true
declare
a
is
more
love
for the dead." If our dear ones who have left
tificate which shall
that child
than
us
thirteen years old, and past the legal school-age, there
could speak to us now, for what would they ask.'
is not much for the judge to do except take the words
Do we think they would want fine monuments
of the parents. If the parents are Catholics, he can
and burning words of praise? Oh no, they
would
apply to their parish priest, who has a record of the
ask and implore us. instead, to pray for
birth But if they are not Catholics there is no governthem.
They would beg us to say our rosary each day,
ment record, as in New York, which can be consulted
this
in verification."
mouth, for them. They would entreat us to have the
Holy Sacrifice of the Mass offered in their behalf. And
SUBSCRIBERS changing their addresses should inva- why?
Because who go out of life so pure and holy
riably send the old address as well as the new. otherthat they may hope at once to enter heaven'.' They
wise their notifications are of little use to us. We
enter that silent and dark land of patient pain and
continually receive complaints from people who for
waiting, where they are consumed with a divine yearnsome (to them) unaccountable reason do not receive
ing to see the face of God. There they know at last
the Rkvikw regularly. The cause very often lies with
how unfit we sinners are to see Him; therethey underthemselves. In notifying us of change of address they
stand at last the real horror of sin; there at last they
forget to give the old address as well as the new. We
love God and long for Him in some degree as He dehave before us one postal card which contains not
serves to be longed for and loved. It is a very blessed
even the name of the subscriber who wishes his or her
state, that state of purgatory, despite its pain; and
address changed. We are pretty good at guessing, but
into it our prayers will drop like the cooling dew. For
this is too much: " Please change my address to such
the dear holy souls let us devote often our earnest
a number ?such a place." And no name! This way
petitions, our indulgences, our communions, our
hearof doing business causes a jjreat loss of time to us,
ing or offering of Mass. So shall we indeed show our
and a loss of good reading to the forgetful subscriber,
true love for the dead, and we ought earnestly to pray
because before the matter is finally rectified several
that such a love may inspire us all.
copies of the Rkvikw have surely gone astray.
Catholic, on

John Kensit, the anti-Ritualist agitator in England, died recently as the result of injuries received at
the hands of a mob whose passions and prejudices his
The Living
o\\ n language and conduct had inflamed.
Church, representing the Ritualistic wing of Protestantism in this country, has little sympathy to waste on
Kensit, who is, of course, being proclaimed as a martyr
by the ultra-evangelicals. Catholics have little interest
in this quarrel between the two sides of the " house of
confusion," yet as Kensit represented to a great extent the kind of people who attack the Catholic Church
when they have nothing more immediate in hand,
the Living Church's comment on his death is worthy

"
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nf note: " lie appealed to the mob, and bj the mob he has

Spiritual and

Material.

The Cowjregationalist and Christian World devotes
more than a page to Episcopalian charities in New
Y'ork City, which ?it claims? surpass in variety and
extent those of all other denominations put together.
But its special attention is given to the work of St.

Bartholomew's Church, of which the Rev. David H.
Greer is rector, and of which it says that the parish
"
house activities are positively bewildering in their
variety," and that, "during the busy months, there are
about one hundred meetings of various
kinds announced on the calendar for each week." For instance:

?

" Sunday services are held at the parish house at
different hours for Genitalis, Swedes, Armenians
ami

.
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Chinese, in addition to the regular service and Sunday-school in the chapel. The school has an average
attendance of about 700. During the week there are
kindergartens, with some 175 children in attendance
the rooms of which are open all
daily men's clubs
day
with a membership of 000 and a large waiting
list; girls' afternoon and evening clubs; boys' clubs;
a cadet battalion for military drill; a Brotherhood of
St. Andrew King's Daughters a dancing school; industrial and manual training-schools; musical societies, including a Chinese vested choir; tailor shops,
giving employment to many worthy poor and using
its product to help others equally poor; a printing-office; an employment bureau, which found situations
for more than :>,000 persons the past year, charging
a fee therefor to cover expense; a loan association,
which loaned last year over 384,000 to more than !J00
worthy persons at a rate of interest much less than
that charged by pawnbrokers, with an exceedingly
small per cent, of loss ; and a dispensary and clinic, in
which there were more than 25,000 consultations with
7,700 patients, « quiring over 15,000 prescriptions, filled
at the drug-store on the premises at minimum cost to

;

?

?

;

;

patients."

With all this work going on, however, and with its

attendant outlay of an investment of about $1,260,000
from the Vanderbilts and a few other wealthy members, (the total expenses of the " parish house," or
centre of charities, which does not mean the rectory,
being#76,000 and over) yet there were only "a little
more than one hundred additions to the church by
confirmation last year from St. Bartholomew's parish
house, and these were almost wholly from the Sundayschool." The writer of the article queries, and not
unreasonably, " whether such an extensive and excellent work contributes as much as it ought to the upbuilding of the church itself." Certainly, to a Catholic, the numbers denoting spiritual growth seem lamentably small when compared to Catholic work as
well as to the tremendous outlay on material and expensive aims.

*

Colonel Pratt No Longer Bigoted.
It is not so long ago since the language of the Red
Man?the paper issued at the Carlisle Indian School?
was decidedly anti-Catholic in tone. The natural inference was that it represented to a great extent the
opinions of Colonel Piatt, the head of the institution,
and that it expressed the policy pursued there. The
Rkvikw , among other Catholic papers, has had occasion to rebuke the Red Man's anti-Catholic utterances
more thanonce. Now, however, the Rev. H. G. Ganss,
pastor of St. Patrick's Church, Carlisle, and Catholic
chaplain of the Indian school, has come out in a letter
to the press declaring that Colonel Pratt is not a bigot,
and that any anti-Catholic feeling heretofore displayed
in the Red Man has been the result of the Colonel's
irritation at the attacks made upon him and the
school by the Catholic press, which, through misunderstanding or malevolence, has persisted in hurting the
We are glad to know that Colonel
A man in such a position has no
excuse for narrow-mindedness of any kind. In fact,
we would say that he has no excuse for showing undue

Colonel's feelings.

Pratt is not a bigot.

6
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allowed to zealous sectarians, officials or otherwise, immediately of the deposition of sovereigns), while
and the work of Father Ganss in looking out for the Freemasonry still advances the boldest medieval prespiritual welfare of the Catholic Indian pupils is en- rogatives, and has repeatedly carried them into eftoct
couraged in every way by Colonel Pratt and the school
management, generally. We are well pleased at all
this, but we are not willing to go into ecstasies over
the Colonel's tardy liberality. He is only doing now
what he should have done years ago.

THE CHURCH IN IRELAND.
We have notedfor some time that the growing prosperity of the Catholic Church in Ireland, evidenced by
the erection of magnificent churches, convents and
other religious edifices, is causing some uneasiness to
those who are always uneasy when the Catholic Church
in any land shows signs of material advancement. A
year or two ago Professor Mahaffy of Trinity College,
Dublin, had an article in a leading English review calling attention to the " Romanization " of Ireland, by
which he meant the growth in prestige of the Catholic
Church, there. Now a certain Michael J. F. McCarthy,
who professes to be an ardent Catholic, but who is, of
course, no such thing, (any more than Foreman, the
Philippine romancer, is one,) has written two books in
which he attacks the Catholic Church and the Catholic
clergy of Ireland with more than Orange vindietiveness, all the time under the guise of the most ardent
patriotism. The special correspondent bf the NewYork Evening Post says of this man's volumes that
they are written in a slipshod style and embellished
with illustrations that often have little relation to the
text. Their author uses lines of argument utterly unfair in his treatment of the question, and his estimate
of the characterand doings of the clergy and of the
masses of the people this correspondent declares to
be " so ignorantly malevolent that in the minds of any
whom it would be a real benefit to intluence, disgust
and amusement will be aroused rather than thought

in our own day.
Now we know that the opponents of the Catholics
are largely favorable to their disfranchisement, or at
the least to their exclusion from office. On the other
hand, the opponents of Freemasonry have never, I believe, proposed to disfranchise Masons. It may be
said that they could not, in view of the overmastering
power of Freemasonry among us. Very true, but in
their most private conferences I have never heard
them suggest such a thing as either possible or lawful. It appears, therefore, that intolerance is found
much more largely on the Masonic than m the AntiMasonic side. I can not be sure of details of the AntiMasonic movement just after Morgan's murder, but
certainly what I have said has been true ever since.
In fact, disfranchisement, except for individual
crime, can hardly over be made consistent either with
personal right or with public benefit. It would be too
much to say that in no conceivable case might it be
allowable, but certainly in hardly any conceivable case.
Whatever aberrant brotherhoods men may be entangled
in, the principle always remains firm, which, propounded by the devout Simon dc Meeiitfort, and taken

<

up by his pious nephew and vanquisher Edward I. has
become the foundation eef parliamentary freedom,
namely, "That which concerns all, should be the concern of all."

Mon may have indefinitely variable opinions, and associations resulting therefrom, about God, immortality
and spiritual truth. Yet it remains true for all of
them that their temporal and visible interests ;tre very
much the same. Protestants. Catholics, Jews, Mohammedans, have alike a manifest interest in maintaining
public order, in punishing crime, in advancing temporal prosperity, in promoting general intercommunication, in cultivating popular intelligence. Here is
stimulated."
a range of interests palpable, permanent, universal,
As to this degenerate scion of a staunch Catholic concerning which judgments are either identical or vary
race, the Rev. Ernest R. Hull, S. .1., in an English within comparatively narrow limits. Even when they
Catholic contemporary, proves him, even out of admisdiverge, they are amenable to arguments drawn from
sions and implications in his own books, to be by no visible and immediately verifiable facts.
means a Catholic in belief, whatever he may be in
It does not follow that society may not. and should
name; and the United Irishman of Dublin, whose views not, have a moral and religious basis. A nation mado
in most matters are decidedly revolutionary, and which up of Christians will certainly view many questions of
does not view with favor the building of fine churches morality, of the relative value of interests, of the relawhile the country is decreasing in population and tieen of punishment to crime, of the matters most dedecaying in business, declares this McCarthy to be sirable to be taught, vory differently from a Mohaman ally of the Protestant bigots, and " a prince of the medan, nay, even from a Jewish state. Yet, so far
House of Humbug."
as Moslem minds are awakened to meive at all (which,
One can see from his letter that the Post correspond- to bo sure, hardly agrees with the spirit of their religent is impressed by some of the arguments of Mc- ion), their public ideals begin tee approach the ChrisCarthy. He admits that " Catholics alone have the tian. In India Mohammedans make admirable adright to judge as to the wisdom of their course," yet ministrators under the Christian Emperor.
he says they can not object to outsiders holding and
In like manner, of course', it is futile to say that even
expressing their opinion. His opinion as an outsider temporal matters and interests willhave altogether the
seems to be that Ireland is handicapped in the race for samecomplexion in a Catheelicas in a Protestant state.
material prosperity by the requirements of religion, Let it be as equitable and friendly in policy as may be.
yet he makes the following admission, which shows still it is plainly impossible that its legislation should
that he sees a truth too often lost sight of by those not have a peculiar tone. That which is deepest in

irritation, even when criticized unjustly. Every man
in high place is bound to be criticized. Even our
presidents are no exception. It is the fate of ofhee- who judge things Catholic in a Protestant and thereholding. Hence, while glad that Colonel Pratt no fore a superficial way.
longer displays an anti-Catholic spirit, we are not so
" Even from a material point of view the expenditure is not all loss. The sight of these fine edifices?
excuse
his
(ianss
seems to be to
former
ready as Father
worshipping in them?can not but increase the selfattacks upon the Church as the natural result of the
respect, cultivate the esthetic feeling and raise the
criticism received from Catholic papers. A truly broadtastes of the people. A large proportion of the conventual communities give themselves to education,
mindedand sensible man does not attack a whole systhe care of the poor, the nursing of the sick. At many
tem simply because a few representativesof it are imtechnical instruction is imparted, and weaving, and
The
proper
course to
polite or even unjust to him.
industrial arts are practiced."
other
pursue in case of misunderstanding is to explain, not
to "tight back." The latter only leads to more misCONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
understanding, more irritation, more squabbling.

BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.

Father fianss confesses that at first he was inclined to
believe Colonel Pratt a bigot, but as time went on he
CCXIV.
We have seen that the charges against the Roman
discovered him to be "honest, sincere, zealous and devoted to his work for the Indian." Seeing this, he Catholics aro singularly parallel to those brought and
made friends with the head of the school, and as a easily provable against the Freemasons, except that
which, in the Middle Ages, acted, as of
consequence everything is now going along smoothly while Rome,
for Catholics at Carlisle. The Bed Man no longer dis- course, after the methods of the Middle Ages, now, as
plays that virulent anti-Catholic spirit of former years; Pius IX. has said, accounts many medieval ways to
no proselytizing among .Catholic Indian children is have become fantastic and impossible (heis speaking

men's minds anil hearts will certainly more or less
color their public acts, even as regards matters of te-m--poral concern. F.very eeiuitable government will have
regard to minorities, ami endeavor not tee be grievous
to them. Yet it is evielent that it can not modify its
own action een their account see much as tee make them
the governing power. That would bo to persecute- it
self feer the sake of a fraction eif its citizens.
Protestants in prevailingly Catholic and Catholics in
prevailingly Protestant countries eeften feerge-t this necessity, which is in fad a law of nature. They often

snarl because this or that point of government policy
is not as they would have' it. forgetting that all that
they can ask of the- governing majority is a friendly
and equitable' temper. They can met reasonably ask
that it shall see everything in their light.
Cardinal Newman somewhere remarks that there are
points of English policy which are not such as Catholics woulel fain have them, but which, rightly considered, can not be viewed as grievances feer the Catholics, because they.do not proceed from a disposition te
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annoy them, but are simply the expression of Protestant ways of looking at things. English legislation is
more and more considerate of minorities, at least in
Great Britain (I do not pretend to understand Irish

complications), but eef course it would be idiotic to
treat minorities as if they were majorities.
One point, of no great importance in itself, is mentioned by the Cardinal in illustration of his meaning.
When the Catholics were first rehabilitated, in IS2!>, a
law was passed (perhaps met applying to Ireland) forbidding their religieeus processions in the streets, and
forbidding Catholic clergymen to wear their sacerdotal
vestments publicly. Yet this, says Dr. Newman, was
not an act of persecution. It was simply a precautieen against calling up the rude spirit of popular
intolerance which still lay lurking everywhere. It
was necessary in eerdcr to guard the public peace.
However, as Catholics havebecome more aud more renaturalized in their own country, the intolerant feeling has died out, and the law is no longer enforced,
it still stays on the statute-book, I believe, but the
government has nee thought of executing it. The Protestant League, of course, would carry itout if it could,
but happily the Protestant League is not the English
people.
There is another much severer law, which, however, does not come into account, since it was

passed merely as a sop to Cerberus, without any
thought of ever enforcing it. It is the law banishing
all regulars, especially Jesuits. This, too, the Protestant League has been trying to carry out, but has received plain notification from the bench that the Crown
only can do this, and that the Crown has no thought
eef doing it.
Take a case or two on the other side. In Spain the
law I think still forbids Protestant temples to be built
like churches. The Spanish government is not a persecutor here. It is simply doing what the English did
for a while in forbielding preicessions and vestments
worn in public. Should Spanish intolerance die down
as English has, this law would naturally become obsolete, just as the English statute forbidding Dissenters
and Catholics to build church towers is no longer regarded, though still. I rather think, unrepealed.
In like manner I have heard Protestants complain
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Churc alendar.
C

Sunday.
These three Churches, the triumphant and glorious
Church in heaven, the militant Church on earth, tho
suffering Church in purgatory, are but one only Church,
but in widely different states. The first is the harvest,
already cut and gathered into the granaries of the Father of the household; the second is the harvest ripe
and reaped, but not yet gathered in: the third is the
harvest in its beginning, growing and ripening by little
and little under the rays of the bright sun and the
coming down of the refreshing rain.
Dear dead! they have become
Like guardian angels to us;
And distant heaven, like home,
Through them begins to woo us.
They move with noiseless foot
bravely and sweetly round us,
And their soft touch hath cut
Full many a chain that bound us.
Monday.
The suffering Church is clearly our neighbor: all the
souls in purgatory are our sisters; we must love this
Church, and bring aid and consolation to these souls.
The world, even the believing portion of it, prays deplorably little for the dead.
All in the drear November
The birds are fled;
Softly the leaves are falling

The fourth Sunday remaining after the F.piphany.
F.pistle, Romans xiii. 8-11; gospel, St. Matthew viii.
2:1-28. The epistle anel gospel set apart for the socalled twenty-fourth or last Sunday after Pentecost
must always be used on the Sunday next before Advent; and, if there be more than twenty-four Sundays
between Pentecost and Advent in a given year, then
the epistles and gospels which are lacking must be
supplied from those that were not used after the feast
of the Epiphany of that yoar. As there will be twentyseven Sundays between Pentecost and Advent this
year, tho epistles and gospels for the fourth, fifth and
sixth Sundays after the Epiphany will be used, ami we
find that today's gospel narrates the miracle of the
stilling of the tempest. Our blessed Lord hail entered
at one time into a boat, and His disciples had followed
Him. And 10, a great tempest rose, so that the boat
was covered with waves; and in the midst of all the
tumult and danger the Saviour was asleep. His
disciples, little thinking how His great heart was
wakeful and watching all the while, came to Him and
awakened Him, saying: Lord, save us, we perish.
Over each grassy bed
Then He said to them, Why are you fearful, O ye of
lie our hearts' beloved ones,
Where
winds,
little faith? And rising up, He commanded the
Our dear, our dead.
and the sea, and there camea great calm. So the men,
Tuesday.
though He had wrought great deeds before, neverthe" Lay this body anywhere," said St. Monica in dyless wondered at this marvelous command of the ing, to her son St. Augustine, born anew to her in
strong natural elements, and said: What manner of prttyers and tears. "Lay this body where you will;
let not the care for that in any way disquiet you. This
man is this, for the winds anil the sea obey Him?
only I request, that you would remember me at the
What a graphic picture we have here of the vicissi- Lord's altar wherever you be."

tudes of human life and of the Church of God! We
We look to Calvary's hill
When hope has fled.
know and believe that our blessed Lord is always with
Deist thou not pity our grief,
us, as He promised that He would be; we know that
Dear Lady of the Dead?
He loves us and watches over us; and yet, when
Thou knowest our grief; theeu teeo
is
upon
tossed
troubles arise, and the bark of Peter
Hast memrned the dead.
the stormy doep, and disaster seems close at hand, Wednesday.
There is a prayer which has no form, no words, no
how quickly we grow cold with fear. ()ur Lord seems
the
to us to be fast asleep, and we are in such dire peril cry, nothing but a silent wrestling for mercy,
of a great agony which God sees and hears.
and distress that we think we are almost sinking be- struggle
Once, on thy bosom, lay
neath the overwhelming waves. But let us always cry
A thorn-crowned head.
out to Him: Lord, save us! even though we add the
Stilled
were the lips that blessed,
Alfonsos
have
anbecause the governments of the two
Hushed was the heart that bled;
despairing cry, We perish! It is our duty to pray feer
the
Reduring
nti Heel marriages of priests contracted
Close to thy heart was pressed
the Church in her sufferings and trials, and our Lord
Thy Dear, thy Dead.
public, although allowing the parties to live together, will certainly answer His servants' prayers. So. too,
and giving the fathers authority over their children. in our own personal trials, let us turn to Him in trust Thursday.
What must bo the necessary efficacy of an eternal
Surely there is no intolerance here. The government and prayer. What lessons this Sunday teaches us,
love? Here is a very mine of golden consolation. He
considering
has gone as far as can reasonably be asked,
of All Who has not ceased
to love us from forever will not
coming as it does between the great feasts
the Catholic basis on which Spanish society legally Saints and All Souls. It bids mourning hearts, filled lightly withdraw His love. He will not easily surrender to His enemies a creature whom He has borne
rests.
with the sadness of separation from those they love,
will be these jars
in His bosom like a nurse from the beginning.?Fatiikr
i if course then in every state there
remember that their dear ones have passed indeed Fahei:.
a majority and a
less,
e.r
between
more
shocks,
anel
over the dark and swelling sea of death, in that boat
Behold! her tears are dried.
a
minority religion. However religiously indifferent
which we may not enter with them, nor enter at all
Her griefs are fled.
that
majority may seem, it will commonly appear
He is arisen alive
until our time come; but that Jesus is with them, and
Whom once she mourned as dead.
where a matter bearing on religion comes within the they are safe in His care. It tells us that He will say
by
0
governed
suffering,
sorrowing souls,
are
as
much
they
action,
scope of public
to our hearts, swelling with the storm of grief, Peace,
Be comforted!
believers.
active
the
most
as
their religious traditions
be still, if only we will consent to listen. It reminds Friday.
in
All this, howe\er, leaves it unabatedly true that
us that the glorious saints, reigning now in heaven,
Dante makes uso of a sublime expression. He shows
to
wild
seas
and
a soul entering into Paradise; immediately the elect
temporal matters the right of men to debate and
very
surging
the
same
us
through
passed
help decide eloes not depend on their opinions concern- tempests of life that are around us now, and that they exclaim, " Behold one who will increase our love,"
?our love of Cod, and our love of one another. He
says, Providence
ing things unseen. As Dean Church
came, safe and triumphant, to the heavenly harbor, who aids in releasing a soul from
political
propurgatory, makes
all
against
seems to have pronounced
because they trusted in Jesus Christ. Courage, then! the Blessed utter this joyful and loving cry.
almost
bringing
by
grounds,
scriptions on religieeus
Let us go bravely on, lifting our eyes to that bright
All who love Jesus Christ
wheel of
Till life is fled,?
every persecuting party in turn under the
home above, remembering that this life's sorrows are
(So speaks to broken hearts
persecution.
for a very little while, and that there will be an
only
Our Lady of the Dead).
deThose Americans, therefore, who are forever
endless eternity of unfailing peace and stormless rest
In Him shall meet again.
face,
oppositionto hereafter, when we shall forever see Jesus face to
When Death is dead.
nouncing the Catholics as disloyal - in
and His saints with naught to Saturday.
with
Him
rejoice
Messenger
the
and
that
Jewish
all evidence, as I notice
The union of souls in Jesus and through Jesus is
about their niar our gladness.
rightly says-in the evident hopeof bringing
Nov. 3.
destined to bring about the true unity of Christianity,
Monday,
better first show reason
ultimatedisfranchisement, had
for Christian love does not simply join heart to heart;
All Souls' Day.
be meted out to the
not
it makes them one. Since one same life that of the
why the same measure sheeiild
Tuesday, Nov. 4.
have them on the hip.
Christ animates the souls of all who attach themand
Bishop
Borromeo,
Confessor.
Freemasons. There we should
St. Charles
selves to Him, every Christian worthy of that name
loyalty. Let
However I would suggest one test of
Wednesday, Nov. 5.
should
feel in himself all that tills the heart of Jesus
calendar, and
us all swear to renounce the (.regorian
Of the octave.
and that of His brethren, sharp pangs and gladness,
we say that we are Thursday, Nov. 6.
anguish and comfortable hopes.
re-introduce the Julian. Bow .an
living under a
are
Of the Octave.
1 would have thee strive to see
evilly independent, when we
That good and evil come to thee
1 wonder the Friday, Nov. 7.
a
1,,-oneelogy impoted upon us by Pope?
As one of a great family.
df the Octave.
of this.
It may be that in some great need
mi' Hundred have not thought
Thy life's poor fragments are decreed
Saturday, Nov. 8C.
Starbuok.
Charles
To help build tip a lofty deed.
Octave of All Saints.
?

?

?

,

?

i

Andoner, Muss.
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ITEMS OF CATHOLIC INTEREST IN THE MAGAZINES
Pope Gregory XIII. and Mr. Sedgwick.
Keen eyes are quick to see, just now, how seelulously,
even though with cautious slowness and a certain not
always very creditable reserve, the magazines of the
day are turning towards any annals that relate to the
Catholic Church, to find material wherewith to interest a somewhat blase'- yet greedy audience. And just
as quickly those keen eyes perceive, if haply they be
in a Catholic's head, what egregious blunders even a
careful editor anil a scholarly ami cultured author will
surely make, if they rush, full-tilt, and with cool
assurance, into those venerable and solemn courts
whore wiser men than they have not disdained to walk

bareheaded and with unshod feet. A man may study
a foreign language long and carefully, and yet miss

the liner shades of expression that the native-born
speaker uses without reflection. In the same way,
but much more surely, a man outside the Catholic
Church may study her history and teaching for many
years, and never fathom the meaning of countless
things that her children do not even dream need explanation, so plain to them they seem. Mr. Henry D.
Sedgwick, the wisdom and justice of whose writings
we have more than once found reaseen to admire, while
we have sometimes found cause also to differ from
him, and to wonder that he who sees so much is blind
also to so much, has been reading Montaigne. He has
beon reading his celebrated essays and the supposed
journal of his travels in Italy; and he preeceeds to tell
us, in the October Atlantic, many things about Montaigne, and, incidentally, about France and Frenchmen, and Catholics aud the Catholic Church. It is
one thing, however,to read the journal of a gentleman
of leisure at your leisure, and to convey in a dilettante
though delightful style, to other readers, the gossip,
chit-chat, and hasty notes of a possibly long-ago written but not long-ago discovered book, that, we should
ourselves judge, was certainly never intended to see
the light of day at all. It is one thing to declare jauntily that Montaigne was a Catholic, and then?as though
the following phrasewere consequentupon that fact?to
say that " he did not share tliat passionate care of
conduct which animated the Reformers"; and next to
elect to tell one's readers, by hint or plainly, some illsavored things that this old, private journal contains.
It is quite another thing to try, with scholarly precision and charitable nobleness of soul, to find how
much is true, and how much one rightly understands,
before one retails needlessly scandal and baseness,
rather than uprightness and high endeavor, to the
world. Let us, then, on our part, make a little further
research into Montaigne's private note-book?written
in part by another hand, as it actually was; and then
let us look into other annals and a cleaner speech, for
what was going on in Rome about the year 1681, when
Montaigne and his secretary traveled in Italy.

Montaigne's Journal.
In the first place, the " Encyclopedia Britannica "
gives us the information that the journal called
Montaigne's was only discovered late in the eighteenth
century, and was lirst published in 1774, (nearly 200
years after Montaigne's death); tliat it was partly
written by or dictated to a secretary or servant; that
it is "almost entirely destitute of literary interest;
written, according to its own story, merely for the
author's eyes, and contains details superfluous for a
medical reader and disgusting to any other." The
internal evidence, in our opinion, is as strong as it well
need be that it was never intended to see the light.
Hut Mr. Sedgwick says, presumably on the authority
of this journal, that Montaigne " was amused at the
luxurious ways of the cardinals"; that "he made the
acquaintanceof the maitre d'hotel of Cardinal Carafa,"
who proceeded to "discourse on the science of the
gullet with the gravity and countenance of a judge, as
if he hadbeen talking of some grave point of theology";
that he saw Cardinals Medici and Carafa laugh
a canon of the Church was read" very bard " when
ing aloud a Latin bull of excommunication;?and that
nevertheless, this man of such delicate susceptibilities
was, according to Mr. Sedgwick, "not troubled to
learn that Gregory XIII. had a son." Now to take
the last innuendo first, Montaigne of course knew, if
Mr. Sedgwick does not, that (iregory XIII., one of the
most zealous Popes the Church ever saw, did notenter
holy orders till he was about forty years of age;?that
he came to the pontifical throne when he was seventy,
(he died in 1583, in his eighty-fourth year);?and that
his son, named Jacopei Buoncompagno, was in fact
born to him before he ever entered holy orders at all.
But does Mr. Sedgwick not kneew that St. Peter, prince
of the apostles, was a married man when called to that
?

high estate; or that (vide " The Roman Court " by the
Rev. Peter L. Baart, S. T. L. page 71,) " any man,
even a layman and a married person, may validly be
elected Sovereign Pontiff, and as soon as he is elected
and consents, he has full jurisdiction as the supreme
pastor of the Church and Vicar of Christ"? Has he
forgotten, to push our point to an extreme, that St.
Augustine, bishop and doctor of the Church, whose
writings Ralph Waldo Emerson highly prized, makes
tender mention, in his imrr.eertal
" Confessions," of
"my son"? Yet, were all these things remenibereel or
forgotten, in either case the imputation here east,
with absolute lack of reason, on the zoaleetis and deveiteel eelel Pope- is false, and utterly unworthy of Mr.
Sedgwick's pen. A man of honor, chivalrous, cons< ientiotts and high-principled like Mr. Sedgwick,
more anxious to give his readers the exact truth of
history than to suggest a point against an adversary,
never uses double-meaning words or phrases. We
were not prepared, therefore, to hear Mr. Sedgwick
say that " Cregory XIII. had a son," when he simply
means to tell us that Cgo Buoncompagno, tho'distinguished jurist and professor of law in the University
of Bologna, had this son.

The Real Pope Gregory XIII.
Mr. Sedgwick has only to turn to his "Encyclopaedia
liritannica " or his "Chambers' Encyclopaedia" to
gain an idea of the illustrious and devoted Pontiff
whom he passes by with slighting suggestion. The
noted writer, Cardinal Capecelatro, is not afraiel to
Pope Gregory XIII. meist readily and
say that
gladly approved everything which tended to revive in
the clergy the true ecclesiastical spirit"; that while
not equal in all respects to his great predecessor, Pope
St. Pius V., he was still " eminent for his learning,
his kindness, and above all for the zeal with which he
strove to carry into effect the decrees of the Council
of Trent";
anil that " Murateeri does not hesitate
to speak of him. and rightly, as one of the most
distinguished of the chief pastors of the Church
of Cod." He spent more than two million crowns
in the relief of the poor; another million in providing marriage portions for poor girls; more than
two million in supporting and aiding poor students;
he founded twenty-two colleges of Jesuits; [we trust
that Mr. Sedgwick is high above the level of those who
think this fact an added item for "the devil's advocate";] he founded the English college, and established a college for Greeks; he assigned an annual income of ten thousand crowns from the Camera Apostolica to the German college at Rome. He was "most
careful anil even scrupulous in the choice of bishops;
and he applied himself with singular gentleness, and
with anxious and unremitting care, to introduce into
ecclesiastical discipline all the reforms decreedby the
Council of Trent." He was greatly devoted to that
wonderful St. Philip Neri who for so large a part of
the sixteenth century was the apostle of Rome; who
was held by Pope Cregory "in exceeding veneration,"
ami whose counsel "in matters of peculiar moment he
never failed to seek." This is the Pope, indeed, who
was accused of causing a service of thanksgiving to be
held in Rome on receiving the news of the " Massacre
of St. Bartholomew's Day." but who, as modern historians begin to grant, had received at the time only
such news as led him to suppose that the king and
court had been freed from grave dangers. This,
finally, is the famous (iregory XIII. who, consulting
with men of science, reformed the Julian calendar,
and replaced it with our present calendar which bears
his name.

"

?

Pope Gregory XIII. and the

Cardinals.

Had Mr. Sedgwick gone to better sources of information than a mattre d' hotel and a valet dc chambre, he
might have found that while those were days when
there were still many evils to deplore, the Pope had
round him famous and saintly cardinals, such as St.
Charles Borromeo and the Blessed Paolo of Arezzo;
Paleotto and Aldobrandino, very wise and pious men;
Antonio Carafa and Alessandro dei Medici, St.Philip's
devoted friends. Cardinal dei Medici, afterwards
Pope Leo XI., was, in fact, one of the holiest and
most illustrious cardinals of his time; and those who
know his worth will give little heed to the " laugh "
which a worldly spectator says he saw and seems to
attribute to a sinister motive. Ciacconius, in his
"Life of Pope Leo X1.," writes of Cardiual dei Medici
on his election as Pope that "the comeliness and
majesty of his person, the bright purity of his unsullied life, his ardier for the faith, the grandeur and
munificence eef his spirit, the gra\ ity and discretion of
his words, and his meek and gentle bearing, combined
to beautify and adorn the whole life eef the new Pope."
All these striking qualities appeared in the personality of one who, in dealing with the most complicated
matters, whether of Church eer state, displayed also
"a rare prudence ami most subtle skill," to quote
again from Cardinal Capecelatro. Mr. Sedgwick should
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remember, too. that Cardinal Carafa's maitre <T hotel
was not Cardinal Carafa; and that if a man chooses to

talk to the butler or the cook rather than to the host
he must expect the conversation to correspond te" the
situation. "Each to his trade."

Henry of Navarre.
We must notice, in this connection, one historical
point more. Mr. Sedgwick writes as we would not
write of Henry of Navarre and his conversion to the
Catholic faith. The king himself is reported to have
said that he would never receive credit from posterity
for having been sincere in this step. If Mr. Sedgwick
will take pains to read Cardinal Capecelatro's great
"Life of St. Philip Neri," he will find thero an inner
history of Henry's conversion and the steps which led
at last to the absolution and reconciliation granted to
Henry by Pope Clement VIII. after long, long deliberation, earnest prayer, and solemn consultation with
holy men, that may at least throw upon the subject a
very strong illumination. It is well on this point, as
on others, to consult higher authorities than men like
Montaigne. We must remember that his journal is
not to be trusted as really his own work, and was
surely not meant for the public gaze, even if he wrote
it; and the editions of his authentic essays themselves
were tampered with, about the time this " Journal "
was "discovered." However, to quote the "Encyclopaedia llritannica" once more, he died in 1592 under
circumstances which, as Pasquier reports them, completely disprove intention, at least on his part, of displaying anti-Christian or anti-Catholic leanings."
Truly, when one reads Mr. Sedgwick's charmingly
written pages,one can but sincerely wish he would go to
the fountain-head to draw. Why should any man or
any editor retail scandal'.' Why should he not rathe*r rejoice to study with broad charity the writings of the
good men who lived in daily communion with the
Church at her true, established and inviolate centre,
where the Spirit of Cod resides, and where there exists a" care for conduct " beyond any that the so-called
" reformers " ever knew, not a " passionate care,"
but a calm, deliberate, determined care? This centre
is the point around which her saints and doctors and
martyrs rally, and from which they draw their strength.
And Montaigne himself, man of the world and of
letters, was no "skeptic," who, on his death-bed,
" had Mass said in his room; and when the priest camo
to the Elevation of the Host, he threw himself forward as best he could, his hands clasped, and so he
died." The Catholic knows what that act meant, and
earnestly wishes that his latest eulogist, who thus
describes it, may learn the truth of the holy mystery
too.

"

French Facts.

In the fortnightly Review for OctoberRichard Davey
gives us " Yet a Few More French Facts," which are
very opportune and interesting. He quotes M. Thiers,
"the famous historian and statesman," as saying to
him in 18lii), at Cannes, France " It is all nonsense
trying to establish an anti-religious government in
these days. The attempt proved a terrible failuro in
1798, and again in 1838 and 1848?it was the real
cause of the collapse of liberal movements that might
have led to happy results. If I had my way, instead
of diminishing religious influences I would place the
control of all the elementary schools in the hands of
the clergy. If you de-Christianize the masses they
will rise up and murder you. There must be some
higher authority for right-doing than M. le Ministre.
M. le Maire, or M. le Maitro d'Ecole, and I defy anybody to produce anything better than the Ten Commandments, with their august authority and majestic
history. If ever the Republic is again established in
France, it will have to avoid the pitfall of anti-religion ; if it does not, it Will sooner or later come to
Franco is Catholic, and will remain
grief.
so." Mr. Davey ge.es on to say that affairs have now,
however, reached such a state in France, that "it is
no longer Catholicism which is in danger of being
stamped out by means fair or foul, but every other
form of Christian worship." He declares: "That the
attitude of the present Cabinet is hostile to Christianity is not to be questioned.

:

. . .

A Dangerous Experiment.
Mr. Davey says, in regard to the closing of the
schools by the heavy hand of an unrighteous law:
"The religions houses whore the daughters of the
upper and mi Idle i lasses are educated have not boen
molested, and probably never will be. The government is well aware that any attempt to close these
establishments would be resented by means which the
poor have not at their command. I may here observe
that I am assured the colleges kept by the Jesuits and
other religious orders anil by the nuns who have gone
into voluntary exile in England and elsewhere on the
frontiers..f France, are at the present time so over-
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crowded with French pupils of both sexes that literally hundreds of children have been turned away for
want of accommodation. The fact of the matter is
French people are still sufficiently Catholic not to submit to a systematic de-Christianization without making some effort at rebellion to save themselves and
their children from the havoc of a low feerm of materialism.
The point which does interest us,
[Englishmen! because it is erne which, in due time,
must undoubtedly affect us. is the experiment nowbeing made by a neighboring nation to govern without
the assistance <«I' the greatest of all the moral forces
Religion. It will, indeed, bo deeply interesting to
watch the progress eef so daring a venture, one which
will afford a I'tirie.us object-lesson for those' enterprising governments who .night, in these days of general
skepticism, feel inclined to embark on a like experiIn politics,
ment. Who lives will see the result.
however, as in all other things human, the laws of
action and reaction are ever in motion, and possibly
before another year is out, events will happen which
may induce the leaders of the Third Republic to
remember the fate of the First. In conclusion, I may
aptly recall the remarks M. Thiers made over thirty
years ago: 'So long as a republic governs with moderation and justice, respects and protects every liberty,
whilst repressing every license, it stands, in this age
of progress, a great chance of permanently establishing itself and of defeating its opponents, because it
will have the support of the affection and veneration
of its subjects.' If, on the other hand, it persistently
declares itself Antitheistic, and advocates eccentric
doctrines and ill-digested theories, it is bound, sooner
or later, to dissolve in bloeed and misery."

.

..

?

AN INSTANCE OF WHAT SOME CONVERTS
HAVE TO ENDURE.
The following advertisement appeared in a New
York daily paper:
Wanted
A position as teacher of French or as a
companion in a family of respectability, by a young
lady who lias been turned from her home on account
ief embracing the Catholic religion; the highest references exchanged. Address W. T., :!58 Herald.
It is a general rule not to believe every advertisement
that appears, particularly in the Want Column of the
daily press: but this one seemed so unique that I
thought it wierth whileto look it up. Sure enough, it
did not state the truth or probably one-tenth of the
truth. Behind those few fugitive words is a history
of petty persecution
a soul full of trouble, years
of affliction from the dearest ones on earth, and wellnigh a broken heart. She was a young lady of twentythree years. Her family is one of wealth and social
position. Her father is a lawyer of distinction. When
she was young she was sent to a convent to be educated. Her fatherknew that there was no place where
his daughter would grow up in an atmosphere of virtue and where her character would be so well devele.ped as under the training of the devoted teachers
she would have in a convent. He, however, laid
the most solemn injunction on the Sisters when he
placed his daughter with them that they should not in
any way influence the young lady in her religion. He
need not have been so explicit and exacting in his instructions, for the Sisters make it a rule, anyhow, not
to interfere in any overt way with anyone's conscience.
The young lady remained some years in the convent,
and after graduation went to her father's home. She
did not forget the quiet, peaceful, edifying, religious
atnuesphere of the convent. It was a picture of an
earthly paradise in the young weeman's mind. As she
entered society the contrasts were continually forcing
themselves on her soul, and an eager longing for the
peace and virtue of a Catholic Ufa,with the sacraments
and Holy Communion, was awakened in her soul. She
could met resist it.
When she informed her parents of her purpeese of
defbecoming a Catholic the storm burst up<en her. In
into
reception
her
postponed
wishes
she
their
erence to
the Church, but her determination to become a Catholic was unalterable. As the days went by the persecution began: it continued in a thousand and one petty
annoyances, dark leeeiks. denunciations of things
Catholic, and those secret heart-thrusts from the ones
she loved best. All this made her life almost unbearable in her own home. Finally, she became a CathoThen, in solemn conclave, the alternative was
lic
disinherited and
given to her to leave the house and be
Church.
the
Catholic
repudiate
or
to
forever,
disowned
She
In her own conscience there was no choice
with
the
world
face
to
house
went out of her father's
no friends to turn
only a few d.ellars in her pocket and
accepted a small
She
city.
to in a great, heartless
courage
room in a boardi..g-h..use and set herself with
to earn
her
conscience
and
boa Of her reliame on God
her own living.
the las t
The advertisement in the paper was almost
left. All this hap
I-Hars
a
f
oniy
rese.rt.
had
?

?

?

Ska

**

pened in New York in this age of enlightenment and
our boasted atmosphere of civil and religious liberty,
and in a devout Protestant family who still beliove in
the right of private judgment.
It is only another instance of a deep-rooted antagonism to the Catholic Church, and another evidence of
the fact that the movement which has for its object the
explanationof the truths of the Catholic Church is necessary in all parts of the country. If this can happen
in the city of New York where there are so many in
telligent Catholics of social position, what might not
happen elsewhere'.' But if the doctrines of the Catholic Church are presented in so attractive a way that
their reasonableness is evident there will be less bigotry, and antagonism such as this young lady has suffered from will be a thing of the past.
The following letter has this moment been received
in the mail:?
Eatlier Doyle :
" My dear
In loving gratitude to Almighty Cod for the great
"
gift our faith and for the opportunity of practising it in
?

of
all places where I have been in my worldwide travels, I
enclose my check for five hundred dollars for the Catholic Missionary Union. You will kindly credit this to a
'Chicago Gentleman' and leave my name out."
A. P. Doyi.e.
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devotion during the Mass, their strict attendance at the
classes their recitations are admired and are an example to all.
I am pleased to inform the readers of the Review of the
manner and system in which all this has been attained. A
class is formed of Sunday-school teachers, meeting once a
month, conducted by our pastor, in which he informs each
and all wherein any improvement may be made, together
with remarks or aelvice. Any information desired by a
teacher may be obtained by request or by previously
placing in a box, used for that purpose, a written request.
A hymn is sung, a few prayers are recited, and then an
instruction is given sometimes it requires several meeting to hear the entire course;?then follows Benediction
of the Most Blessed Sacrament.
Every teacher must comply with this rule -- to be present at those meetings and sit with her class during Mass,
keeping strict watch over them.
Each pupil is given a card which is punched for attendance at Mass and holydays, confession and Communion,
and marked forrecitation ; these cards are examined once
a month by our reverend pastor, and twice a yeara rigid
examination takes place, at which each pupil is awarded
accordingly. These meetings have created more zeal and
interest in the teachers, together with a desire of knowledge of God, as I can truthfully state, having taught and
been present at three meetings.
Ithink the indifference so visibly shown is caused not
so much from " I don't want to " as " I don't know." And
if all teachers were systematically instructed, the result
would be shown, as it is here, in a very short time.
I hope this may prove interesting and awaken interest
in other teachers also who aim to attain more knowledge
of God.
Ellen L. Donavan.
?

?

?

[In this department we shall publish letters asking for
information or giving such Information as may be desired
by our subscribers, provided the writer's name and address
be given, not necessarily for publication,but as a guarantee
of good faith. The intention is to give our subscribers a
Why Do Catholics Patronize Such Plays?
means of interchanging views and of giving information,
but the Kkvikw will not be responsible for the opinions ex
Boston, Oct. 20, 1902.
pressed In such letters. Controversv will not be allowed.)
Editor Review:?
It isf not unreasonable to suppose that there have been
Another Teacher's Views of Sundaymany intelligent Catholics in the audiene-es at the Hollis
School Work.
Street Theatre during the two weeks' engagement which
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 21, 190L'.
Miss Marlowe closed there on the 18th inst., and yet so far
as I have been able to find out, no one has spoken a proEditor Review:?
test against the last act of her play, which may-fairly be
reader
of
valuable
I
was
your
paper,
a
As
constant
much interested in an article, Sept. 27, reviewing Bishop considered a gratuitous insult to any Catholic present.
Bellord's ideas about catechetical instruction, and the The scene is a mockery of confession, which tnrns to a
methods that should be used to attract the minds of chil- love scene between priest and penitent (?), and must be a
dren in Sunday-schools. I have had some years of ex- distinct shock to the religious sensibilities of any Cathperience in teaching; and when I first began, the priest olic, however careless, who still retains a reverence for
asked me to take a class of small boys who were con- the Church and the sacraments.
To call attention to it in your columns would, I think,
sidered such terrors " that he had great difficulty in
Hading a teacher for them. He said that if I would only be a favor to those of the faith in other cities to which the
undertak« the class, it would be doing a truly good work, play may be brought, that they may not experience the
which was felt by some of us on
and I consented to try. My little charges were indeed shame and indignation
inclined to behave badly at times; and I found it, at first, last Saturday; and in this connection, when will we
just protest bravely spoken is a sovereign
pretty hard work to manage them so as to have good order learn that a
remedy
for
many
things of this sort ? Someone has said
their
generally
attention
to
lessons.
But
I
and yet give
succeeded by appealing to what was best in them, and by that we can do nothing about it; but while it is a matter
encouraging them to take an interest in their lessons. of dollars and cents we can and should do something
Many of them were in the prayer class, and hardly knew about it, and it would seem as if silence under tic cirwere cowardly. We need not pay for insults
the Our Father; but I selected and divided them in such cumstances
and it is indeed strange that any theatre management in
a wav that I could give special time to all. The class was
this city can afford to give place to a play with a scene
too large for me to hear them individually. I had the
this, without fear of protest from the Catholics who
like
Prayer,
grouped
the
Lord's
say
could
not
tots,
little
who
it.
witness
slowly,
them
and
together, and then recited the words for
Respectfully yours,
and in like manner, those who
had them repeat after
Mabv Augustine Dwter.
each
child
had
a share of
so
that
advanced,
more
were
very
had
little
trouble
time,
a
I
attention. After short
Draw the Line Somewhere.
with them. They knew I loved them; and as a rule, they
were ready to do what I told them. I used to let some of Editor Review:
the most troublesome and roguish little fellows keep guard
There is a well known story told? for the truth of which
over theconduct of the others; and, thus put on honor, I can not vouch of a man who had raised himself from
they behaved beautifully. My class was constantly obscurity to a conspicuous social position on the acquiring
increasing as, Sunday after Sunday, some boy or other of wealth, when on the occasion of his giving a large rewould bring another with him; and at last, though I just ception, some one remarked to him that his own brother's
longed to take care of each and all of them, in justice to name was not on the list of invited guests.
" Well, you
them I could not, so I had one or two young girls to help know," he answered, " one must elraw the line somewhere."
homes,
where they The phrase used in so absurd a fashion in that case often
me. Some of my boys came from good
hail good training both in religion and politeness, so that comes to mind, and in more serious matters is sometimes
my work continued to be more and more a real pleasure. equally misapplied.
Of con rse, as you say, the home should be one of the great
Catholicsoften find in talking with Protestants so much
schools for the training of a child. But all of them had common ground between them that they are tempted to
delight to be a help to such think that it extends farther than it does
not that privilege, and it was a
in fact, when
little ones as those. Occasionally, a straDger would come without warning, comes a parting of the ways.
my
or
were
in
and
boy
boys
class;
A little experience of my own lately illustrates this. I
to me, and say that her
that they told her so much about me, that she wanted to had been enjoying some very sympathetic talks with a
come and thank me. I was keenly appreciative of any college professor, and while realizing her own strong
praise my dear little boys would s»y of me, and I loved religious belief, I was struck by her fairness towards the
confidence,?showing the class that Catholic Church. Confident of a sympathetic response,
them all. Love and
I
you truly care for them, and that you believe in the best said with a good deal of warmth: " How disgraceful our
good
all,
and worth proceedings are in the Philippines! actually taking down
in
in them?that there is something
success in the crucifixes from the
schoolroom walls!" To my surcaring for; that, I think, is a great secret of
Sunday-school work. I must add, that while I have a good prise there was a change of expression in the sweet face,
Bishop
much
that
Bellord
says,
and a hard look came there, as she said stithy: " There I
deal of sympathy with
my experience leads me, however, to have great faith in do not agree with you. It is in accordance with the rules
the value and necessity of careful memory-work. The of our public school system."
given by children certainly show
ridiculous answers often
" But you wouldn't object to their putting up pictures
see that her scholars get
of the Greek gods on the walls, would you?" I asked
what care a teacher must take to
eagerly.
hotb the right word and correct idea.
Never shall I forget the strange expression, or rather
series of expressions, which came over that face. The
Where Sunday-School Teachers Are Trained. vivid picture is before my eyes still. Catching her breath
Abinoton, Mass., Oct. 20, 1903.
with a sort of gasp, she said in low tones, very slowlyNo!?I don't?suppose?we should."
"
Editor Review:?
I said no more, but the shaft had struck home. lam
elepeuds
Sunday-school
of
our
success
I believe the
sure that my friend will not forget to ponder a little
not
entirely.
teachers,
but
largely upon the
further the e|uestion as to the exact point where it is
we have experienced great suc" to draw the line."
In our Sunday-school in which our reverend pastor is consistent for Christian nations
Yours truly,
cess owing to the manner
J. G. Robins.
their
ducting it The attendance of the children and

"

?

me;

?

?
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so proud to be a Catholic that she was
almost afraid she ought to make it a
matter of confession '.'. Ah ! there is a
right kind of pride, dear children, the
kind that St. Paul, that fearless apostle,
felt, when he gloried in the cross. Have
J5 no other pride than that. Glory always
fj How to Qet a Badge and Manual.
%
[Whoever sends to a new subscrlp- «* in the cross, and the Church that upholds
to the Review, or renews an old c
5 tion
with two dollars for the t. Christ's cross; and never, never give
>> subscription,
year, will receive a badge and a Manual c way to human respect.

FutMOreWnad omen.

_

tree.
<
If your parents or friends subscribe c
get the badge for you send to your P
and
> name and be enrolled as a member, and £
s
5 sign the League promise and keep it,? ?
3
S

\u25a0

A Letter from Haverhill.
C that is, if you are not a Defender alretvdy. g
Haverhill, Mass., Oct.\u25a0_"_', WOB.
badge
and Manual for
i We can not give
S any special or reduced rate subscrlp- ? Dear Uncle Jack:
only
($2)
when the full rate
is
£ tlons, but
1 belong to Our Lady of (rood Counsel
?
5 paid to this office direct.]
Chapter in Haverhill, Mass., and I thought
I would write and let you know how we
?

are getting along.
UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
We have eleven new members, and will
THE BOYS AND GIRLS. you please send me membership cards for
them ?
New Members L. D. H. N.
We have our meetings the first ThursI promise not to take the Holy Name in
vain by cursing or swearing or using bad day of every month. The next meeting

will be at my house on my birthday, Nov (J.
T promise to use my influence to persuade
Will you print a good explanation of the
others to join with me in defending the Chapter in the Review, as I want to exwords

plain it to the members? I remain
Holy Name from insult.
Katherine Alice Kino,
I promise to say to myself (not aloud)
Founder and Treasurer.
whenever I hear anyone swear, " God's

Name be praised."

Uncle Jack welcomes Katherine Alice
King and her fine additionalset of eleven
new members of the Chapter of our
Lady of Good Counsel in Haverhill very
heartily. He hopes that Katherine will
write very soon again, and tell him how
many members they now have in all,
and what they do at the meeting at her
house on her birthday, Nov. (i. If she
will read carefully Uncle Jack's page in
the Review for the past two months,

Mary Agnes Murphy,
Helen Magdalen McCrealy,
Gertrude Agnes Maguire,
Francis J. Ryan,

Irene T. Barrett,
Benjamin Guard,
John Ryan,
JosephMurphy,
John Lynch,
Roderick O'Connor.
Power O'Connor.

anything to say to the gray. Then another fiiend, who had just been given a
newly imported green Brazilian, brought
the newcomer to call. The moment the
parrots caught tight of each other they
broke into a torrent of apparently articulate language, consisting, as it seemed,
of questions and answers but what the
language was, no one present could tell.
The owner of the first parrot had never
heard it speak the strange tongue.
The two parrots talked to each other
without ceasing all the time they were
together, and a few days later, when
they met again, exactly the same thing
happened. Was the first parrot long
exiled from its native forests asking
eagerly for news of its people?"
Incle Jack knew a Boston gentleman
who once brought home a parrot from
South America; and when its master
went away for a few days, the little affectionate creature flew into such ecstasies of joy on his return, and uttered
such shrieks of uncontrollable delight,
that it almost brought the tears to one's
eyes for sympathy with such pathetic
happiness. You see. dear children, how
easy it must be for our good God, the
all-powerful God, to make an animal
speak if He chooses, just as He did make
Balaam's ass speak to him. Uncle Jack
thanks our kind friend over again for
her story, which adds one more anecdote to those wLich Uncle Jack is collecting to show his dear nieces and
nephews how easy and simple it is to
believe heartily in the wonders we read
in Holy Scripture and in the faints'
lives, since we have such proofs in nature of the marvelous sympathy existing between man and the animal king-

:

?

?

she will find careful advice as to the
proper way to conduct a meeting, and
also some admirable letters telling how
the Holy Child Chapter has succeeded dom.
m
in the past three years. There are other
Puzzling
A
Letter.
letters and anecdotes, also, which might
Holyoke, Oct. 21, 100L'.
be read aloud, as well as these. The
and fifty dollars to the Society for the Review of Oct. 4 contains, on Uncle Dear Uncle Jack:
Indian
Ihavereceived your letter. When do you
among
Preservation of the Faith
Jack's page, the programme for ChapChildren ; and there is a branch among ters, which U to be found in the "Man- get the Review? Is it every month? We
send the two dollars as soon as possithem of the Tabernacle Society. Their ual for Little Defenders of the Holy will
ble. The members of our Chapter are savhouses,
and
they
?for
live
in
houses
Name." This Manual, together with the ing all their moneyfor it, all of us, and we
dress like white men and women are badge, is given to founders of Chapters have forty cents already. Our last meetsometimessurmounted by a cross. The who promise to do their best to get one ing was verypleasant. We had the prayer
whole tiibe is Catholic. A priest tells new subscriber to the Review in a year first; then we sang, and read the Promise ;
how some of them were pla\ ing baseball after the Chapter is founded. The names then we played, and collected the money.
one evening, and thebatter had knocked of the new Haverhill members will be They liked the idea very much. Not all
a "high fly," (I suppose you boys un- found, signed to the League promise, as the members were present. We expect to
derstand that!) and there was a struggle Katherine very properly sent them to have the two dollars by the middle of next
to catch it, when suddenly the Angelus Uncle Jack, on the first column of this month, if possible. We are doing all in our
power to collect the sum. They missed the
bell rang. Down on their knees went page in tiiis week's Review.
new prayer, for they expected one every
players and spectators, regardless of the
\u25a0
week. One of the girls was quite troubled
ball; and with uncovered heads they
about it the other night, and said she
A Letter About a Parrot.
said the holy prayer. In the same way,
would not belong, and she said: "I'll
Waltham, Mass., Oct. 18, MB.
at a meeting of United States Treaty
write to Uncle Jack, and have one myself!"
Dear Uncle Jack :
Commissioners in solemn council with
I wonder if any of your many nephews What would you say to that ? Please tell
some of these Indians, down went the and nieces would be interested in a little me.
Your loving niece,
red men on their knees at sound of the tale about a Waltham parrot? It was a
ANNIE O'DON.NKLL.
bell for the Angelus. Y'ou see how free great pet in the household, and everyone
Uncle
quite
puzzled over
Jack
is
laughed
Now
at
its
One
they
speeches.
day
from human respect
were.
it said:
"Mamma, Polly sick!" and then put its Annie's letter. Here is somebody writwhat is human respect?
Human respect is a feeling which head down in a pathetic way, tapping at its ing to him who evidently does not see
makes us pay more attention to what shoulder. Everyone thought that it was the Review and yet has formed a Chapmimicking the children, so they laughed
our fellow btings may think of us than again and again, while, all day, poor Polly ter. Now Uncle Jack will send Annie
to what God thinks of us. A very poor kept on telling what was really her tale of and her fellow members some copies of
and mean feeling it is, too. Some peo- woe, for the pet bird was ill, and was the paper, which will show them in print
how a Chapter is formed and what prayp.e are even afraid to have it known found dead in the cage the next morning.
that they are Catholics, for fear they Polly's mistress grieved indeed, as you ers are said, and then hehopes they will
may be sneered at, or looked down upon, may well imagine. It had never crossed soon have money enough to subscribe
or lose a position. What a pity ! That's her mind that there was any truth in those for the Review, which will come every
not the example the martyrs set ; and words. But now she thinks that pretty week after the subscription is paid.
yet they were the same flesh and blood Poll took cold from some wet sand in the Uncle Jack certainly can not send a new
prayer every week to all his nephews
as we are. But they had the spirit of cage, and died of pneumonia.
We can not watch over our pets too and nieces. He is quite too busy a man
two
piety,
great
gifts
fortitude and
of carefully, can we? We call them "dumb
the Holy Ghost which were given to beasts" ; but, this time, the bird talked, for that. Each Chapter should follow the
programme printed in the Review and
you also at your Confirmation to make and spoke the truth.
Manual- When the subsctiption is paid,
you strong ; and they lived up to those
Your affectionatefriend of the children,
the Founder of the Chapter will receive a
gifts.
J. G. Robins.
How I like to see man or boy raise his
Uncle Jack can add another pretty badge and Manual as Founder, because
hat as he goes by a church, thus making story of a parrot to this really pathetic she took the pains to form the Chapter.
At the meetings of the Chapters,
bis act of faith and adoration to Jesus one by a kind friend of the children,
who, he hopes, and he is sure you will no littlemember should be troubled bein the Blessed Sacrament.
It is a most glorious thing to be a hope too, will often write to us all cause she can not have everything just
Catholic ! The saints and martyrs were again. From a recent daily paper we as she would like it. But Uncle Jack
will be pleased to hear from any or all
Catholics ; a Catholic is a son of that old clip the following incident:
?'A correspondent writes that a friend of the members if they choose to write
mother Church that goes back to the
catacombs and to the very cross of with a fine green Brazilian parrot has to him. This is what he " would say to
Jesus. How well I remember a Boston been staying with her. The parrot is a that," if he were to answer AnDie's
woman, half Spanish, and half Ameri- fluent and an accomplished speaker. A question. All theLittle Defenders must
gray parrot was introduced one day, but try to keep harmony and peace everycan, now far away from her New England home, who said once that she was the Brazilian haughtily declined to have where.

An Indian High Fly.
I want to tell you, dear children, that
the 600 Cocur d' Alene Indians, besides
supporting all their own poor and helpless people, give in one year $200 to the
Societyfor the Propagation of the Faith,

?

?

?

-

'

?
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Letter from South Boston.
South Boston, Oct. 20, 1802.
Dear Uncle Jack:
I thought I would write you a few lines
to let you know I received the book, " The
Correct Thing for Catholics," the premium
for my subscription to the Review. I am
very thankful to you for sending it. It
will be a useful book to me when I want to
look up some very necessary advice, and
there are a great many things in it of which
I never knew or heard before. When I
went to pay for the paper, I went up an elevator, and I never went up so many flights.
Indeed I was quite frightened, and held on
to my sister's arm.
I have already left school, and am working at home now. We have had very cold
weather,- in fact, it has been very cold all
summer. I hada very pleasant summer; I
weut to Norumbega Park and to St. Augustine's parish picnic. One day I went to
quite a different place; my sister and I
went to see my dear father's grave. My
father was a soldier, and was buried in a
soldier's lot, Post 14, Mt. Hope Cemetery.
1 would like to form a Chapter of Little
Defenders, but I don't know where it could
meet. There is not much room in my house
to have it. 1 teach Sunday-school; this is my
second year for teaching. I still go to sodality, and I go to rosary about every evening.aud sing at Benediction. Well, Uncle
Jink, you will get tired and go to sleep
over this poor letter, and be glad when you
finish, and then toss it into the wastebasket,?the very place it is fir, for!
Good-bye, Uncle Jack. I remain,
Your loving niece,
Maktha Fakoo.
Uncle Jack advises Martha to speak to
her good pastor about her wit-h to form
a Chapter. And anyway, she can gently
inlluence her class to say always God's
holy Name with reverence, can she not?
Uncle Jack certainly does not think
that Martha's little letter is only fit for
the waste-basket. No indeed ! Such a
letter as that shows a beautiful, earnest
endeavor to help other people and to
serve God, and Uncle Jack bids Martha
take courage and go straight on in her
daily service of the Master. She must
remember that it is "little things, on
little wings,"? little kind acts and loving prayers, ?that at last " bear little
souls to heaven."
?

New York, Oct. L*8, l'.Kl'i.
Dear < hildren :
Uncle Jack says that I may write to vou
sometimes about the saints, and as today
is the feast of the great apostles, St. Simon
and St. .hide, and Saturday, Nov. 1, is the
glorious feastof All Saints, 1 surely must
write yju a little fetter today. The feast
of All Saints carries us straight up to
heaven. It tells US to think, not only of
the saints whom the Church has canonized,
and whose festivals we know by date and
name, but of those many more saints, an
innumerable company, who are gathered
before the throne of God in peace and joy
fore\ermore.
Just think! there are little children up
among these heavenly saints no older than
yourselves, and they are all so happy. I
want to tell you something, dear children,
that you must never forget; and that is,
that to be a saint, and even to try to be a
saint, brings truest joy. lint can ire be
Hints, such common people as you and
I? Oh, that is the delight of it all! To be
a saint?such as our Lord wants us to be
why, that means ju»t to try always to
please Him/or the lore of Him, precisely as
if we saw the Holy Child Jesus walking
close beside as all the time, so beautiful
and so dear above any words to tell, and
asking us to be good in order to please
Him.
But it seems to me that 1 hear some children among you weeping. God has taken
away from you such a precious father or
mother, brother or sister, or little frieud
and you do not quite see how you cau rejoice anyhow. It will be hard at first; but
go, take your rosary, and gently say your
beads lor those loved ones that are gone.
All of you, dear children, during this
month of November,and on All Souls' Day
next Monday?in particular, try to say
one decade of the rosary for the dead. Tho
s..u!s in purgatory will bless you in return,
and the souls in heaven will comfortyou in
all your griefs. Your sorrows will not
seem so hard to bear, nor will your dear
dead seem so far away, if you will only
pray often for them, and thus meet them
sweetly and gently, in the Sacred Heart of
Jesus.
M. T. Dk Gokvn.
?
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ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Office:

.

75 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.
Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph

,

.

V. Tracy, D. D.

on the day of special commemoration of the deceased
OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY.
,
,«.
members of the committee, or the Hand to which he
n
?
Topromo-ethe evangelizing of non-Catholic
pecbe
On the day of one's admittance to the
pie by the prayers and contnbut.ons of the faithful.
A( (he
of death b invokinRi at
heart,
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.
least in the
the sacred name of Jesus 14. The
Privileged
of
the
Altar
for every Mass said in
intention,
formed once '*«>'
1. To recite for the above
for all, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morn- he nam of > member for a deceased member, (.filling or evening pravers. adding the following invoca- dren who are members of the Society, but have
lion St. Francis Xavier,pray for us. 2. To give, ?ot made lhel , irst Communion, may gain the above
in alms for the missions, at least five cents monthly, Indulgences by performing some pious work apby their cnn'essor.
or sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made pointedI
"\u25a0 Partial Indulgences: Seven years and seven
throughthe regular organization of the Society.
quarantines every time a member performs, m aid of
r\
Dr> 4 %TTV A Trr
icr
I i 17.\
OR'rAAJ/.A
the Societv, anv w.irk of devotion or charity; 2.
In each community "Bands" are formed, each 300 days every time a member assists at the Triduum
band consisting of ten or more persons The Pro- on the 3rd f May and the 3rd of December; 3. 100
moter or Head of a Rand collects the offerings of its days every time a member recites Our Father and
members and turns them over to the Parochial or Hail Mary, together with the invocation of St.
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many Francis Xavier.
All these indulgences, both plenaryand partial, are
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
order to report and to devise the best means to further applicable to the souls in Purgatory and all have
been approved of by His Grace the Most Reverend
the Society.
Archbishop.
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Society, and the Catholics of Neponset,
ALL READERS OF THIS
as well as the missionaries abroad, will
Publication
will receive free and prepaid
be blessed and benefited by the resultsa trial bottle of Vernal Saw Palmetto
Berry Wine, if they need it and write
Special Notice.
The prayers of all memberß are earnestly requested for the repoße of the
soul of Michael Moore, who died on
Monday, Oct. 19. Mr. Moore was one
of the f iur original charter members of
the St. Vincent dc Paul Society in Boston, and, also, an active and zealous
Promoter of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, notwithstanding the
burden of his years, up to the time of
his death. May God have mercy on His
faithful servant and grant unto him
eternal rest 1

The Society's Dead.
Members are earnestly requested to re
A
member in their pious prayers the fol
EXTRAORDINARYMEMBERS.
, the missionaries of1 the
,
ir
.k Society
=. ? , are
Letters
from .1.
Those who contribute $6 00 a year, thereby ac- lowing named members, lately deceased
collected and published every other month in the
Annals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every quiring the right to receive for their own exclusive Annie
Carmichael, Thomas Donahoe.
collector of ten contributions or Promoter, and he, or use a copy of the Annals. 2. All who contribute a

.

.

?he, is expected to pass it around to the other member» in succession, after which it becomes his or her
property.
vn tr

-..ju.
SPECIAL r EASTS.

;

:

'

sum of

less than $40.00 for the Durpo-e of
establishing a permanentfund, thus becoming members in perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual favors and indulgences perpetually, provided
that they observe the other conditions prescribed to
money not

Maria Walsh.

NEW JAPAN.

for it.

Every reader of the Sacred HeartRewho is distressed by stomach
t-oubles, or tortured and poisoned by
constipation or kidney troubles, should
write immediately to Vernal Remedy
Company, Br.ffalo, N. Y-, for a free bottle of Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine.
It is a specific for complete and permanent cure of catarrh of the mucous membranes, dyspepi-ia, flatulence, constipaion, congestion, and disease ofkidneys,
ii.flammation of bladder, and enlargement of prrstate gland. One small dose
\ day does the work, and the most desperate and stubborn cases yield quickly
to this potent mwdicine.
view

it a resistance which a lesson in philosophy or history will not do. A discourse
upon the Decalogue or the end of man
has not the same attraction as a chemi-

experiment or an hypothesis upon
the members,
the oiiein of the world would have.
Catholics of every age and of both sexes are admissible to membership, and all are earnestly exWhatever does not trouble the conFBATHYERLIGAMNSEUOL,RIY NTOKYOSI1880.
NCE
horted to join the Society. There is certainly a lesscience is easily passed over, or even reson for us in the zeal which actuates Protestant
[Continued. |
??ived with pleasure, but this is not so
denominations to contribute more than ten million
a year for the propagation of their beliefs.
with other subjects.
honesty,
change
In
to
the
respect
VV e have the true taith. and we daily pray Thy kmgThe aspect in which Christianity itWTBTTITAT
ja. nvao.
°r
mi 1 vc\ lj rVAVnnv
dom come ; yet to the extent of how many dollars which is at present taking place in
self is presented to the Japanese
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that king1. Several thousand Masses are offered .up every
year by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples ? Our missioners, heroic manners, is not less apparent thai' tdds to the difficulty of converting
men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
ing and the deceased members of the Society. 2
them. In fact, all denomira'ions of
Summary of the indulgenceswhich mav be gained by could effect, had they the means; from whom must that which is being made in external
all the members, f. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On these means come ? In due proportion?from us ; in usages and in politics. Among the Christians are here represented and
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross. May 3 ; that proportion there rests upon us through the
at war with each other: Citholicigm,
X. On providence of Almighty God, responsibility for the
Japanese themselves, many who knew the Greek Church. Protestantism in all
2. On the Feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3
Virgin.
complete
the
Blessed
Church's
less
fulfilment
in
the feast of the Annunciation of
more or
our
March 25; 4. On the feast of the Assumption, time of its mission to teach ali nations. Whatever we ancient Japan, and Bee the new Japan its forms, from the High Church of England to the Unitarians of America. Even
Aug. 15; 5. On any dav within the octaves of the give for this end is given to God, and will be reof today, are justly fearful about it.
above feasts ; 6. On the feast of lhe Epiphany, Jan. turned unto us a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be
if an ordinary Japanese who had never
g..en
pressed
*.
i»
D
unto
and
down
and
11.
Sept.
you
good
Michael,
measure
29;
6; 7. On the feast of St.
bpen ont of his own country had the
-un, j ../ shaken together and running over shall they give into
all feasts of the Apostles; 9. Every
While all our European sciences (in wish to become a Ctristian, how could
two davs chosen by the members; 10. Once a year, your bosom." iLuke vK-38.)
F'or Promoters' blanks, tracts, or information about Bpite of the tremendous obstacle of the ne seek out and discern the true tradion the day of the general commemoration of all the
deceased members of the Society; 11. Once a year, the Society, apply to the Diocesan Director.
The Society has selected as times of special prayer
and thanksgiving: 1. The Feast of the Finding of
the Holy Cross, May the 3rd, the anniversary of
its foundation, in 1822 2. The feast of St. Francis
Xavier, December the 3rd, patron of the Society On
these two days the -ociety has a Mass celebrated in
every parish in which the work is regularly organized

;

**"

:

:

;

£Ejp= Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branches of the Society are respectfully
requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of neio Promoters, and other items
DArector for publication in the HEVIEW.
of interest for the members to the Diocesan
If the names of deceased Promoters are forwarded they will be printed, so that their

souls may hare the lierufil of the prayers of all the members.

NOTICE. Promoters or members art St- Joseph's, Lynn
apt to get begging letters in behalf of various Pastor, Rev. J. C. Harrington.
objects, from jsirties outside of the Archdiocese. Director, Rev. E. J. Dolan.
Offerings, Sept.-Oct.,
Prudence suggests that no notice be taken of
?

these appeals, unless they ham received On
usual diocesan approbation.

St. Joseph's, Somerville.

Pa-tor, Rev. Christopher T. McGrath,
P. R.
Director, Rev. Michael J. W*>lch.
Organized November, 1898,
Oflerings, October,
$22 00

FRTNOEHWMS
BRANCHES.

Sacred Heart East Cambridge-

Pastor, Rev. John O'Brien.
Director, Rev. Michael J. Coffey.
Organized July, 1898.
Promoters, 95; members, 960.
Offerings, August,

$25 00

ooo

ooo

Special Offering
143 so

From a Friend,

$100

00

000

St. Ann's Church, Neponset.

St- Mary's, Lawrence-

Pastor, Very Rev. James T. O'Reilly,
The gospel of the twenty-second SunO. S. A.
after Pentecost ends with the
day
Director, Rev. Daniel A. Leonard, words, "Kender to C;e«ar the things that
A.
O. S.
are Cwsar's, and to God the things that
Organized January, 1900.
Promoters. 65 ; members, 050.
are God's." In order that God, through
$15 .17 Christ, may come unto His own, there,
Offerings, October,
000
fore does the Church labor unremittingly
The Annunciation, Danvers.
to tear from the devil and sin and BuperPastor, Rev Henry A. Sullivan.
stition the multitudeof souls in heathen
Director, Rev J.J O Connor.
§51 85 lands; and therefore do her missionaries
Offerings, Sept -Oct.,
sacrifice every human comfort, and live
000
and die in hardship, poverty, and exile.
Cambridge.
Pitie,
North
Notre Dame dc
From Catholics situated in such circumPastor, Rev. Francois Morcel, S. M.
Director, Rev. H. Perennes, S. M.
stances as we are the Church looks for
928 00 the means of carrying on the heathen
Offerings, Aug.-Sept-,
000
apostolate; and the convenient means
Our Lady, Star of the Sea, Marbleheadfor us of fulfilling our duty in the matter
Pastor, Rev. William Shinnick.
is through membership in the Society
Director, Rev. Henry M. Lyons.
$11.85 for the Propagation of the Faith. The
Offerings, September,
000
text from the Sunday's gospel, then,
Church of the Assumption, East Boston, served as an admirable introduction to
Pastor, Rev. Gerald Fagan.
the appeal made in behalf of the Society
Director, Key. John J. Garnty.
St. Ann's
on that day, Oct. 19, at
Organized January, 1900Promoters, 77 ; members, 780.
Church, Neponset. The Society was es9» w
Offerings, October,
tablished in that parish in November,
000
1898 and theresult cf the recent appeal
St. Edward's. Brockton tMontello).
was
the enrolment of twenty-three new
Kelly.
Pastor, Rev. James J.
Promoters,
to take the places of some of
Keating.
Director, Rev. William E.
volunteers, who had fallen
1901.
original
the
Organized September,
Promoters. 40; members, 400
away. With these fresh workers, with
$10.80
Offerings, October,
the eflort that will be made to re-enlist
000
of earlier friends, and with

;

St Mary's. AyerPastor, Rev Patrick.l. Sheedy.
Director, Rev. M. .1 Gleason.
Organized May, 1901.
Promoters, 36 ; members, 380
Offerings, Sept.-Oct.,

language) are familiar to the Japanese, ional Christianity in then i Ist of such
preaching which he meets
and all our arts are studied by them, contradictory
with on every side?
while the latest American inventions are
'To be continued.)
known and utilized as soon as in the
whilp
United States;
the systems of
transcendental philosophy, as well ps
those of positivist and utilitarian philosophy, are familiar to thousands of
learned and intelligent minds,?still
there is yet wanting to the Japanese one
thing which is essential and the first that
ought to be known ?namely, the truth
Against
concerning their beginning and their
Temperature
/
U'
other
to
words,
In
science
prevent
end.
from corrupting them, to serve as the
ba>-is of their morals, to support famih
The Standard Sanitary
life and society which are decaying, there
Underwear for
Children.
Men, Women
is need of a religion, proved and certain,
Endorsed by I.eadinfir I'll *cc i;eei..
which can stand the examination of

/mPlltf

\J

reason.

have abandoned Confucius as too oldfashioned and incomplete. Buddhism contains a good man\
useful truths, but it supports them by
means of fables and vain imaginings
which are disappearing every day before
the certain truths of expeiimental science
and of history.
They

Shintoism, the primitive religion of

the country, is now only a souvenir of
the old days of the nation, a cherished
and interesting remembrance, but no
longer a religious worship.
Under Buch conditions, does it not
seem natural that Christianity should
take the vacant place, and become the
religion of the country? Nothing more
natural, in fact, and Christianity alone
can do this. But what obstacles to be
overcome by it in order to take the place
of the ancient creeds! In paganism,
moreover, the sentiment and practice of
religion enter into the life of a people.
Long after religions faith ceases to exist,
the old customs remain (and these customs are the external sign of its existence). To substitute one religion for
another is nothing less than to form in a
country new men, new families, and a
new society. All this needs time. In
Europe it took centuries.
Even if there were no prejudice, or
any repugnance on the part of the

Japanese people against the Christian
religion and agaii-st foreigners, religious
the services
teaching would not be accepted as secuthe hearty and active favor of Fathei lar
science would be. An article of the
pastoi
Timothy Murphy, the esteemed
when explained raises in the
be
catechism
God,
please
will,
St. Ann's, there

*-"

IKI

%/

of
and the hearts of those who hear
new life in the local branch of the minds

i4.'i<? varims lifgcr i\

Specialties.

Dnnt fi>ric«-t that the Bent le. the Cheapest eseeei thut thi- l.est \\ s-alth is Health.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE.
DR. JAEGER S. W. S. CO.'S OWN STORES.
NEW YORK: 16 vV. 23d St., 155-157 B'way
BROOKLYN: 504 Fulton Street.
BOSTON: 230-232 Boylstoo Street.
PHILADELPHIA : 1516 Chestnut Street.
CHICAGO: 82 State Street.
AGENT* IX ALL PRIXCIPAL CITIES.

BLANKETS.
400 pairs Heavy Wool Blankets,
very warm and serviceable. Prices
cut to

2.19, 2.50, 3.00

3.50

Pink, blue and reel borders, wiele silk binding,

11-4 California Blankets, gocd value
at $5 00. Special cut price, A AA
Our Special, 12-4 Triumph of tbe
Loom Blanket, pink, blue and red
borders, weight 7 lbs. to the C AA

O.UU

pair, at

Wrapper Blankets.

See our line of Fancy Figured Call.
fornla Blankets tor bath robes,
wrappers, etc.
Don't Wait for tbe Holidays,
The prices are 9 50 3.00,3.50
4.00 anil 5.00.

,

,

Girdles made to match.
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this special brand, but all other These trade-mark crtsstjoss lines on every package,
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kinds of drink, are so dangerous.
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They beget a habit which it is exPerfect Breakfast AWkl DeXert Health Cereals.
ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE
tremely difficult to break. The man PANSY
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FATHER
KNIGHTS OF
who tries them once is very likely Unlike all o»er jßodsV Ask Grocers.
MATHEW.
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to come back for more, and to keep FARWELLFor
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it up until he is a confirmed drunkThe Knights of Father Mathew is ardly to at all proper times proprinciples,
our
or
ard
temperance
an order of Catholic men of which claim
the League of the Cross there for
best
to
to
the
very
disseminate them
we hear very little in this part of the
paper gives the curious women, whose membership numbers
A
Dublin
be true
country. Yet in Missouri and cer- of our ability. We should
and interesting piece of information 385. Father Carroll is the son of
not
or
otherwise
we
can
Catholics,
tain other states of the Middle West
that the United Irishmen, who, as Mr. Thomas Carroll of Clonea, Dunit is very strong. As its name indi- be true men, nor true to our soci- our readers know, organized in the gar van, county Waterford, and
cates, it is founded on the principles ety."
last years of the eighteenth century nephew of the Kev. David O'Connor
enunciated by the Irish Apostle of
to free Ireland from British domof Ballyduff.
IN IRELAND COMPOSED
Temperance. It is more than twenty T.A. UNION
the
anti-treating
ination,
preached
PRIESTS.
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years in existence, having been indoctrine with such success that they
corporated in IS*>l.
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At the twentieth Supreme Coun- country which has a temperance so- dreds of thousands of his revenue.
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700 to 800 illustrations a year.
cil, or general convention, of this ciety composed exclusively of priests. There is no Coercion Act," continues
society, convened in Kansas City, We learn from a communication in our contemporary, to prevent our
" particular at
Kans., the representation was the the Irish Ecclesiastical Record that imitating them in this
/
convention,
there is in Ireland an organization the present moment."
largest of any previous
and it was the first to be held out- known as the Father Mathew Union,
side the state of Missouri.
whose membership is made up solely
That standard authority in the
During the year the state of lowa of priests who are total abstainers. liquor trade, Boujorfs Wine and
The Popular Catholic Family Monthly.
was added, three councils having It has not been quite twelve months Spirit Circular, recently had this to
Recommended by 50 Archbishops
and 11/shops.
been organized there. With such a in existence, and yet its success has say about " the average saloon "
Slibscr'ption Price, $2.00 A YEAR.
Payable in Advance >I 1.00 FOR 6 MOS.
strong advocate of total abstinence been very remarkable. It claims The average saloon ought not to
"
Novels and Stories, Special Articles.
as the honored Archbishop Keane the bishops of Limerick and of be defendedby our trade, but it ought
CurrentEvents, Father Finn's Corner,
Woman's Department, (James and
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Amusements for the Younjr, etc.
This Magatint should be in every
the order is expected to spread rap- Kev. Monsignor McSwiney, V. G., the average saloon is a nuisance. It
Catholic Home.
Tlie easiest way t<> subscribe is te»
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the coming year.
has as vice-presidents a distinguished and in the South for all idle neAGENTS V'ANTED IN EVERY TOWN.
Chicago was shown to have in- priest from each province, whilst groes."
Write for special terms.
esusec to
creased the number of its councils. every diocese and order are repreJUST READY,
it.
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Annual
Catholic Home
With Colored Covtr and fo full-fage
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and text illustrations.
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AmJouO
ngst urselves.
Conducted by Aunt Bride.

Mrs. B. asks Aunt Bride for some
information about the etiquette of
cardH, and adds that she hopes her
not shock Aunt
ignorance will
Bride. There is nothing shocking
about ignorance of such a very
minor detail. It is neglect to inform one's self of the big things of
life that deserves condemnation.
There are thousands of excellent, refined, well informed women who
get along beautifully without ever
possessing such a thing as a visiting
card. It is only where social life
has become formal that such things
are necessary. And that sort of
social life seems very stupid to Aunt
Bride. The only kind of social life
that is worth while is the kind that
brings together people who have
like tastes and interests to enjoy
each other's conversation, and to
have a good time listening to music,
or in other similar ways, .lust calling on people about whom you care
nothing, or making the rounds of a
lot of houses and leaving cards at
the door, seems a very silly performance to a busy, sensible woman.
1 >on't try to form your life on the
fashionable pattern. The habits and
customs of the refined and cultured
are worth making one's own, but to
try to be fashionable is to try to be
very dull and stupid. Fashionable
people are not always refined and
cultured and good. It is best to
make our lives as simple as possible.
Women who keep up a system of
boresome calls have little time for
reading or study, or kindly manners,
or proper care of their health.
However, that isn't answering
Mrs. B.'s (juestion. There are occasions, of course, when cards serve
a useful purpose. When one sends
a little present, it is handy to have
a bit of pasteboard on which one's
name is engraved, to slip into the
package. Write "Congratulations"
or With best wishes" across the
"
top if the occasion is a wedding or
an anniversary J " With sympathy,"
if you are sending flowers to a bereaved friend. Cards may be used,
if you wish, to invite some friends
to an informal little gathering to
meet a visiting out-of-town friend.
In that case, you write across the
top of the card, "To meet Miss
Smith," or whatever the person's
name is. You also write on the card
underneath your name the date
and the hour of the reception or
luncheon, or whatever the party is
to be.

A pleasant little note of invita-

tion will answer the purpose just as
well, however, and, to Aunt Bride's
mind, is much nicer.
In large cities, it is customary to
leave one's card when attending an
afternoon tea. Usually a tray in
the hall is provided for the purpose,
and the guest leaves cards as she
goes out. If a woman finds it inconvenient to attend an afternoon
tea to which she has been invited,she
encloses cards in an envelope and

gendfl them by mail, so they will
reach the hostess on the day of the
tea. .Married' women calling leave
their husbands' cards as well as their
For instance, a married
own.
woman calling on a married acquaintance leaves one of her own
and two of her husband's cards. One
of the latter is for the lady, the other
for her husband. This Heems one of

the stupidest things about card etiquette, and Aunt Bride is always
thankful that card customs apply
only to certain grades of society,
and to large cities. In the smaller
town, where the hostess welcomes
you at the door, cards are quite unnecessary, and to leave them something of an affectation. Of course,
if they are used in a certain way in
Mrs. B.'s town, and she is a comparative stranger, or a young woman,
it is the part of wisdom to do as the
others do. One is apt to be misunderstood if one runs counter to
customs. Where no principle is involved, it is always better to do as
others do. Of course, where tho
custom is wrong, one must stand up
against it, even at the expense of being thought odd, although there are
tactful ways of resisting which help
to bring others to one's way of
thinking, and blunt, antagonistic resistance which rubs everybody the
wrong way, and makes it impossible
to bring about a change.
If you have cards, have good ones.
Buy the best white bristol board,
and have them engraved, not printed.
The stationer from whom you order
them will show you samples of the
latest styles. The size of the card
varies from time to time, but plain
script engraving is always in good
taste.
A first call should be returned
within ten days. Kindness, as well
as etiquette, dictates this. You wish

show your appreciation of your
neighbor's thoughtfulness. Afterwards calls may be as frequent as
You must not
seems agreeable.
however,
your acquaintthat
fancy,
ance is not desired because your
calls are not returned promptly.
There may be any number of good
reasons for the delay: sickness in
the family, abseni'e from town, many
demands on her time. When an acquaintance calls after a long delay,
welcome her cordially, put her at
her ease, and if she offers an explanation, accept it graciously, and
don't intimate that you thought she
intended to slight you. This is the
kind thing to do, and the beet manners are those dictated by kindness.
Besides, it is a part of the civility of
faillife to make allowances for the
ings of others, and self-respect dicthat
tates that we take it for granted
no one means to slight us.
There are two little points of etilike
quette which Aunt Bride would
Indeed,
to impress upon her girls.
they are more than etiquette; they
are really a test of good manners If
some one sends you an invitation,you
You
must acknowledge it at once.
for,
anyway,
must say " Thank you,"
for
the
of course, you are grateful
you
thought of you indicated, and
to
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of Richmond, Va., a great sufferer with
woman's troubles, tells of her cure by

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
"

Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam:? For some years I suffered with backache,
and other serious troubles peculiar to women. I tried many remedies,
but nothing gave any positive relief.
u
I commenced taking Lydli E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
in June, 1901. When I had taken the lirst half bottle, I felt a vast improvement, and have now taken ten bottles with the result that I feel
like a new woman. When I commenced taking the Vegetable Compound I felt all worn out and wa3 fast approaching complete nervous
collapse. I weighed only 98.pounds. Now I weigh 1001 pounds and
am improving every day. I gladly testify to the benefits received."
Mrs. R. C. Tupmax,
West 80th
Richmond, Va.
When a medicine has been successful in more than a million
cases, is it justice to yourself to Bay, without trying it,"I do not
believe it would help me"?
Surely you cannot wish to remain weakand sick and discouraged, exhausted with each day's work. You have some derangement of the feminine organism, and Lydia E. Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound will help you just as surely as it has others.
?

Mrs. W. H. Pelliam, Jr., 1<)8 E. Baker St., Richmond, Va., says:
Dear Mna Pixkiiam :?I must say that Ido not believe there is any
female medicine to compare veiih Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
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pound, and I return
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to you my heartfelt

for what your medicine has done for me. Ben>
fore taking the Vegetable Compound, I was ro
that I thought I could not live much
WKUI badly oft' The
little work I had to elo was a
longer.
wk) burden to me. I suffered with the most se1 ri° us troubles ]eeculiar to women, which caused
I looked like one who had
Zam' severe irritation. Ido
not look like that now,
t&) consumption, but
it
all
to
your
and
I
owe
wonderful medicine.
Jk
"I
uli h' B x bottles, but it has
?i2>
>v made me feel like a new person. I thank
t»°d that there is such a female helper

"
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therefore, believed by all
women who are ill that Eydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable t oiniw.wnd
is the medicine tliey should take. It litis stood the test of time,
and it has hundreds of thousands of cures to its credit. Women
should consider it unwise to use any other medicine.
Mrs. Pinkham, whose address is Lynn, Mass., will answercheerfully and without cost all letters addressed to her by sick women.
Perhaps she has just the knowledge tbat will help your case-try her to-day it costs nothing.
FORFEIT if "'" Osumot fuilb wltt pre ..leeee the. original letters and signatures of
4If*AAA
\ nil II above tefctilieeeleial.*,
v. leie'li will preeve' llee'ir abs!.leele MO&slßMMssl
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it,
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I.ydia E. rinkhasn Medicine Co., Lynn, Mats.

must say definitely whether you will words saying that you appreciate
go or not. If you accept, you must the thoughtfulness of the giver, will

go unless you are actually ill. Young
women are sometimes careless about
keeping promises of this kind. They
do not realize how unkind and rude
it is. The other point is always to
acknowledge a gift, no matter how
small it is. Write a little note of
thanks to the giver. Just a few

do.

Aunt Bride.

The furniture stores are arranging their
wareroouis for a fall display. Already it n
evidentthat some
furniture are to be
cheaper than ever before. This is especially
true of China Cabinets, as one may judge
from the announcement in another column

of this paper by the Paine Furniture Company under the heading
" LowoakPriced
Beauty." It describes a white
cabinet at the lowest figure we havechina
ever
known.

-
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THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.
ALL SOULS' DAY.
By F. W. GREY.

Grant them rest, fur they are weary,
Waiting for Thy promiseil light;
Grant them rest, O Lord, lor dreary
Is their banishment in night.
Loving Saviour, Jesu blest,
Grant Thy faithful peace and rest.
Grant them peace, for they have striven
Long for Thee; for Thee have borne
Many a cross which Thou hast given,
Many a piercing crown of thorn.
Jesu, bid their sufferings cease!
Jesu, grant them light and peace !
Grant them light, that they, attaining,
Lord, at last Thy dwelling-place,
With Thy saints foreverreigning,
May behold Thy blessed face,
Jesu, jail them out of night;
Jesu, bring them to Thy light.
Grant them rest where never sorrow
Enters more nor pain nor foe;
Grant them light that neither morrow
Night nor yesterday shall know;
Joy that ever shall increase,
Light eternal, rest and peace.
PFhirlaodtemphhRecord.
iaeCatholic

A VOW'S FULFILMENT.
BY SUSAN

L. EMERY.

Late one summer afternoon, when the
sun was drawing toward the sea, a man
of grave and holy countenance, and clad
in peculiar garb, came slowly down a
mountain-path which led to a seaside
town of southern Italy. In his hand he
held a breviary, and he was reading as
he walked, but he failed not to notice
every wayeide cross, and to pause a
while to pray betide it; then he went
onward steadily as if refreshed in soul
and body. Presently he came near a
shiine of the Madonna, and his attention was arrested by the eight of a
woman kneeling there absorbed in devotion, her whole aspect revealing it to be
thedevotion of one in excessive anguish.
She was evidently of the upper class of
peasantry, and showed signs of unusual
refinement, but her dress was disordered,
and her black hair fell in tangled masses
About a face singularly beautiful but almost livid in its pallor. She was kneeling upright, her head thrown back, her
arms uplifted to their full extent, the
fingers clasped convulsively together.

" Madonna, Madonna," he

heard her

say as he came nearer. " Mother of my
God, do you hear me, do you see me?
Give me my boy again. Do you not sit
there with your Jesus on your knee?
Give me my boy to hold. Give me my
boy. Why will you break my heart

Madonna?"
Wild as werethewords and the appearance, something in the tone touched the
priest's inmost soul with a sense that he
was looking upon no case of rebellious
despair, but of holiness subjected to uncommon trial, that it might rise thereby
to nobler heights of perfection. He
closed and put away his book, knelt for
a brief space in prayer, then spoke
aloud :?
" Does not the Madonna answer you,
my daughter?

"

The woman turned to him with an expression of mingled relief and surprise,
which told plainly that her sufferings
hadbeen misunderstoodby thosearound
her, and that the strangerhad found the
entrance to her grief.
Father, she heeds me not," she said.
Ah,
more, Father. Long ago I prayed
"
to her, many and many a prayer by
night, by day?holy prayers in the love
of her sweet Jesus, and they are lost,
lost, lost."
" Nay, daughter, not lost. No prayer
is ever lost if it is a holy prayer in Jesu3'
love. Tell me about it, and we will pray
to our Lady then together."

"

He sat down on a fallen tree beside
the shrine, she knelt before it still.
"May God reward you!" she cried
" They tire of it down below there, and
the Padre says ever, 'Be patient, do
God's will,' and he does not understand."

The priest smiled sadly. "Nay, nay,"
he said, " think not so. He understands
all that you need to have him understand. God's will is always best. Be
patient and you will know some day."
"Shall I know?" she cried out, not
angrily, but as a pent-up stream must
have its way. " Sooner will the sea
give back our buried sailors, and the
churchyard graves fly open, and our
dead come forth to love us here again,
than I shall see my heart's prayer answered. Sooner shall the sun that's setting turn back to noon and the Madonna
there stoop down to bless me."
" God could do all that, and more, if
He so willed," was the calm reply. " Believe me, there is no sweeter thing on
earth, no dearer gift than to know and
do the perfect will of God. Pain and
loss and heartache are made thereby our
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and her breath struck chill against my
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face, ' promise me. Not like his father
?never let him be like his father. Keep
him good and pure.'
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£" Then I knelt down by her and looked
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straight into her dying eyes. At God's
»s waste.
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judgment-seat,' I said, and my voice
PEARLINE
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sounded in my ears like some unknown
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psjarl has enough
[
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1
soap to act
voice solemn and dread to hear ; 'at
r» \$
in the most efsee
God's judgment-seat I will give you
i
fective way on
back this soul, holy and pure as now, j dirt. With many washingand
I
Lady
powders,
God
our
helping me.' And
much soap is needed.
suddenly, as one whoknows not what he \u25a0 You can't find a trace of soap
in
some. But PEARLINE is
does, I bent me down and pressed my lips \I
u25a0 improved soap itself. Takes
to hers where the Holy Host had lately \u25a0 soap's place. Does
easier?
been. By the seven sacraments,' I I quicker?better work?saves
I
rubbing.
said, and our Lord's seven blood-shed67S
dings, and the seven griefs of our Lady,
by
I will give thee back this soul that awful
day, holy and pure as now.'
" ' Hear her, my God !' she said, and in pity at the sight of such self-inflicteel
blessing."
then she died.
pain, but he knew, too, that it was a
"Not this," she moaned, " not this.
" I watched that night beside her. All real relief for far worse mental torture.
Madonna, make him understand. Pitiful
night long, around a great camp-fire, the
Jesu, make him understand."
" Madonna," she cried, " where is he
gypsy men and women sang and drank now?
Do you see that my arms are
"They surely will," the priest said
and made their hideous incantations, empty, and my heart is empty, and
compassionately. " I believe they surely
and the shadows danced about me in the my promise broken? Thou who didst
will. Speak freely, poor soul, and may
lonely tent, and her face shone white lose Thy Son three days with no
give
God
you grace."
and still beside me, and her baby slept fault of Thine, and mourned Him sore,
Once more she lifted her arms to their upon my knee. The
winds blew through my boy is lost forever, and forever,
blue,"
full extent. " Are the skies
she
like funeral music, chant- and forever. What do you Bay to that,
the
forest
trees
said, "and the leaves fresh and green,
ing even my own promise in my ears, ' I Madonna ? Yes, Father, lost forever. In
and do the birds still sing, and does the will give you back
this soul, holy and her own month, too, when who so happy
whole wide earth look gay? It seems to
pure as now, holy and pure as now.' I as I
before her shrine with my flowers
me that years have gone, sullen and sang it,
too, with solemn gladness beside and my prayers, and my boy?my boy 1
slow, sullen and slow, since that one
my dead. Presently the babe stirred on It had been a day of brightest sunshine
awful hour; but I miml me that the new
my knee, and then I looked at him. In.
O sun, that I can never love to see
moon hung like a little silver bow above
the sea that night, and last night it was tent on her till then, I had hardly again !?-I brought my little Paolo down
marked his face. Now by the ghostly beside the sea, to wait the coming of the
only full. Two weeks that are like years 1
I saw it, and lo 1 no Bign of my boats. Behind me, as I walked, I heard
light
My boy, my darling, my only one.'
Beatrice was on it. Large, dark, and the women say how fair I was, and how
Was
it
your
then that
son died?" beautiful,
"
with a beauty that one shrank I loved my Bister's child ; and they
the stranger asked.
all his father ; and when he wondered what would be if ever I had
"No son, no son. Dearer than that. from, he was
opened his eyes, they were great black children of my own to claim my heart. I
My Father, listen. We werebut two, my
eyes like those I dreaded most.
only smiled, and clasped him closer to
sister Beatrice and I. Father and mother
" And suddenly I understood what an me. They knew not of my vow."
both were dead ; we had no brother to
awful vow I had bound me with forever.
protect us ; we lived alone beside the sea,
( Conclusion next week. )
The
water of Baptism was hardly dry
and made the fishers' nets, and spun the
and holy and pure as
fishers' garments ; we went to church upon his brow,
promised
now
I
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to restore him to
together; side by side we woke and
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evil hour she met a gypsy with his bold
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fear fell upon me ; still holding her babe,
dark face and witching way; he loved
knelt again beside the mother. ' Jesus,
her and he won her love, no words but I
And then
his could move her. They were wedded Mary, help me,'l prayed.
if I did it of my own will,
it
was
not
as
and he bore her ofl to his wild camp
some divine thing moved me, God knows and Fancy Religious Articles,
high up among these peaks. It was no
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peace fell
the crucifix, down on my face among alone.'
the stones, and in the dust by every and I waited for the dawn.
I had hoped that they would bring
shrine I passed, 'Bave Thou that soul,'
my Beatrice and lay her in consecrated
I prayed.
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Steamin''. veils by winding them
evenly around a broom handle or
roller and laying them across a
boiler or saucepan of boiling water
HOUSELS
D UGGESTIONS.
to steam for three-quarters of an
Scraps of wall-paper may be utilhour, is said to be an effective
ized in a dozen different and pretty method of renovation. Leave the
ways. One of the charming things veils on the wood until dry.
m
made from them is a lamp shade.
"
of keeping the
plan
An
excellent
oak,
Cartridge paper in old rose,
children's
shoe
in condition
leather
yellow, stone brown, sage green and
rains is
during
the
fall
and
winter
especially
regimental gray makes
oats.
to
at
hand
a
box
of
When
keep
plain,
colonial
pretty shades of the
from
the
the
wet
are
taken
a
boots
yard
or Empire patterns. Take
oats
and
stand
in
feet
them
with
and
cut
till
and a quarter of the paper
oats
will
ab;
a
warm
kitchen
the
wide
on
the
from it a
bias.
strip
Fold it around the wire Empire sorb the moisture from the leather,
frame, and paste up one seam as in- leaving the boots dry and soft, invisibly as possible. Bind the top stead of hard and wrinkled.
SS
and bottom of the shade with a narA good way to prevent lamp
row strip of smooth paper, paper
from cracking is to put
border or ribbon. The binding may chimneys
them
in
cold
water and bring it to a
be either darker or lighter in tone
boil, then allow them to cool in the
than the paper of the shade itself.
same water. Rest theglasses onsmall
When cartridge paper is used, it
sticks which will prevent them from
can be decorated in any one of a
in contact with the bottom
coming
dozen different ways?water colors,
of the heated pan. This process
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maiden aunt, should know enough
to control insomnia when its cause
is so simple that hygienic methods
may be made available. The insomnia of children, it seems to me,
is largely due to disturbed digestion
conditions, such conditions arising
from improper food, too rapid eating, the presence of ascarides, or unusual excitement in school, or in
the social life, and I use the words
social life advisedly, because children are so many times over-excited
from the habit parents have of exhibiting their cleverness, and from
the fact that this exhibition taxes
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anil practical. Location beautiful
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should never be shown off." Yet prospectus.
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I am not a woman who belittles so- cliff, Highland Kails, New York.
cial observances, and I would have
every child become the friend of all
the members of the household.
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magazine pictures, old prints, marine
toughens the glass, and renders it
Senel for catalogue to
etc.
photographs,
views,
more durable and lasting.
A woman who had been ordered IIEV. JOSEPH F. lIAKSELMAN, S. J.,
»
President.
by her physician to take a cold bath
Tee obtain a few drops of onion every morning found the shock too
pans
Pens and
which have no
solder about them may be boiled in juice, take a slice of the onion and great. She overcame the difficulty Academy of tbe Assumption,
a solution of lye. This cleans them scrape the cut surface with a sharp by running into the tub a few galWeUealey Hills, Mass.
Academy, situated In the suburbs ol
as nothing else will do, and re- knife over the dish you wish to lons of tepid water. She stepped ~p;eis
Boston, is only a few miles from the city.
into that, and laved her body with It* is on the line of the Boston and Albany
moves the accumulation of grease flavor.
Uallroad. The location is
of the most
it. Then she turned on the cold healthful and picturesque one
occasionally
in New England.
and black crust which
Celery will easily keep in perfect
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
gradually
the
bath
water,
and
advantage for out-door exercise. The currl.
forms in dripping-pans. A large, condition for several days if it is
of studies is thorough and comprechanged from tepid to cold without culurn
hensive, embracing all the branches necesin
skimmer
should
used
be
strong
then put in a canning bottle, her experiencing a shock.
sary for a refined education, for particulars
washed,
as to terms for boarders or day pupils apply
removing these pots and pans from sealed tightly and set in a cool place.
to
and
"
lye,
very
the
which is
caustic
Sister Superior.
The tops will have to be trimmed IAttached to the Academy is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages of 5 and 14.
eats the skin. As each article is off to allow of its being put in the
of
The objectof this school is to give such a general education as will lit pupils to enter coltaken out of the lye kettle it should can.
Stick
of
be
without
an
Individual
lege.
should
se
hot
water
pan
of
be dropped into a
j
Occasion allyacereal, when nearly
to rinse it off, fished out from that
too
moist
to
serve
with the skimmer, and scoured with cooked, will be
v\ e\ w f°u in Kt»a
-»
of water
proper
quantity
because
the
lessens
Lye
sand or scouring soap.
and grains has not been used. Do
the lustre of tinware, but this can
not, in trying to thicken it, throw in
by
be, in a large measure, restored
more of the cereal, for it would not
boiling it again in borax.
sly/
*& nil
cook equally ; instead, for fifteen
vjy
00
minutes leave off the lid and let
I
""sissHssses" l*"**
'
Stale bread makes delicious griddo the thickening.
evaporation
(109 POCKET TINS.)
dle-cakes. Break finely enough bread
Always remember that loaf cakes
to measure two cupfuls, pour over it
Relieves Colds. Rough Skia ST. MARY'S ACADEHY,
a cupful of rich milk, and leave to require a slow oven, while layer
NOTRE DAfIE, INDIANA.
Bruises. Soreness &'
soak for an hour. Mash the bread cakes demand a quick, steady heat.
Conelucted by the Siters of the Holy
Cross. Chartered 18feo. Thorough English
ALL DRUGGISTS.
and milk to a paste, add a heaping If the oven is too hot and is hard to
anel Classical education. Hegular Collegiate
jCv /7
Degrees.
OR BY MAIL
of
teaspoonful
a
laying
piece
In Preparatory Department students carecool, instead of
teaspoonful of sugar, a
ON RECEIPT OF PRICE "^AH^^Ci^nf
prepared for Collegiate course Physifully
SIIVER OR STAMPS 863 ROAD WAY. NY.
IN
plan
of
of
a
cake,
tablespoonfuls
melted paper on top
the
cal and Chemical Laboratories well
of salt, two
equipped. Conservatory of Music anil School
of Art. Gymnasium unde-r direction of gradbutter, and two well-beaten eggs. which frequently causes it to fall,
uate of Dr. Sargent's Normal School of Physa
of
mat
on
the
ical Training, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
cupful
upper
set an asbestos
Sift into the mixture
Catalogue free. Address
been
a
oven.
It
absorbs
much
stirred
rlour, in which has
shelf of the
DIRECTRESS OF THE ACADEMY,
LAST
WEEK!
teaspoonful of soda. Lastly add a of the heat and protects the top of
St. Mary's Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.
0« SATURDAY, Nov. /,
cup of sour milk, and bake on a hot the cake from burning.
griddle.
the doors will be closed
of the
?
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-
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chatelaine
bags are so pretty and so much in
Steel

embroidered

Medical.

the fashion that it is too bad they
CAUSES OF SLEEPLESSNESS.
are so easily tarnished by dampness
There are many causes of sleepor exposure to salt air. An authorand all are not as important
ity sends the comforting suggestion lessness,
in their origin. Ol course, if one
that the beads can be brightened, or
deals with fever, with mania, with
at least greatly improved, by brushunusual debility of the whole musing with burnt alum. Burn the alum

MECHANICS FAIR
If you have not alreaely atteneloil,
di> so. Don't miss the opportunity
ol seeing the greatest Fair ever held
in Hoston.
During this last week special attraetienis Yvill be presented ; tine
music ; interesting lectures in the
women's department various enjoyable entertainments. Kemember,

:
cular organism, certain medicines
in atm and pound it fine, sifting
must necessarily be given, and the
Admission 25 Cents,
through coarse muslin. Apply very
a physician is
attention
of
constant
INCH DES EVERYTHING.
thoroughly with a soft brush.
required ; but men, women and chilAll Seamen
dren suffer from disorders of sleep
a
which are entirely amenable to home Mi. St. Mary's Academy,
know the comforts of having on hand
Manchester, N. H.
supply of Bocdea'l Kagle Hrand Con- treatment, and it goes without saydensed Milk. It can be used so agreeSCHOOL tor young ladles.
is
the
at
BOARDING
ably for c king, in coffee, tea and choc- ing that the woman who
Fleaae send for catalogue to
olate. Lay in a supply for all kinds of head of the house, be she wife or
Tbe Mother Superior.
Aye.id unknown brands.
expeditions.

The UNIVERSITYOF NOTRE DAME,
NOTRE DAriE,

INDIANA.

Classics, Letters, Econnm'cs and History
Journalism, Art, Science. Pharmacy
aw
Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Engineer'
ing. Architecture.
Preparatory
Thorough
anil I
CourseEcclesiastical students leiimiereial
at sieeiint
r^-m
rates.
Itooins Free, Junior or Senior Year
Collegiate Courses. Rooms tee Rent, moderate
charge.
St. Edward's ll«.ll tor boys under 13.
The .V.ith Year will open September fl 1ho»
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Free. Address
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"Not directly," replied the druggist;
"but it gets people into thei habit of goto the drug-store, and after that it
ing
"To read simply to kill time is a
doesn't take long to make chronic inthe
New
vicious pastime," observes
valids of them."
York Times. "It dulls the intellectual
apblunts
the
will,
forces, weakens the
"Well," said the cheerful wife, who
preciation. It brings on a form of ennui thought she had a soprano voice, "if the
the
moral
intolerable and dangerous to
worst comes to the worst, I could keep
perceptions. The value of mental emwolffrom the door by singing."
the
physical
exercise,
ployment, like that of
"I
don't doubt that would do it,"
lies in its embodiment of a purpose.
her pessimistic husband, "but
replied
There must be a consciousness of effort suppose the wolf should happen to be
if the great central controlling power of
deaf?"
|
the intellect is to grow and govern, as it
altogether
Scattered
forces
are
have a new idea feer a
you
should.
"Too say
too common.
story?"
"To dream away one's inner life into
"Yes."
an imaginary world, no matter how
"Something original jn plot?"
beautiful that world may be, is to waste
"Well, I hadn't thought much about
one's highest powers. To read con- the plot. But I have an advertising
stantly for the want of something to scheme that will make a fortune for any
think of, is to stultify one's self. Bacon book."
said: 'Reading maketh a full man.' But
"I can't understand your dislike for
there are different kinds of fulness, and
Nexdore," said Mr. i.oodart; "she
Mrs.
be
is
not
to
comglutton
of
the
idle
that
a nice, quiet, home - loving
seems
ponmended. Let the dissipatedreader
woman."
of
Milton:
the
wise
words
der
"Think so.'" replied his wife.
Who reads
"Yes. She certainly appears to be a
brings
reading
and
to
his
not
Incessantly,
busy little body."
A spirit of judgment equal or superior,
"You've got the'little' in the wrong
Uncertain and unsettled still remain*
place."
Deep versed in books and shallow in himself.' "
"What have you ever done about the
1-1~
Mothek.? How do you like your new mining stock you once owned?"
"I got cheated out of it."

READING

AS A DISSIPATION.

__^__

?

''

?

teacher?

______

November I, 1902.

C M. B. A.,

aSensdNonsense.

A feature of the present condition of
Bakiikh. ?What do you think ol this
labor and capital in this country is the soap?
new business which has lately sprung
Victim.?Never tasted better.
up as a consequence of the disputes
arising between employers and employFikst Ofkicf.-Boy.?Does der boss
ees.
to like yer?
seem
To illustrate the character and scope
Seconij Office -Boy.? Well, either
of this occupation we quote from the
that or he don't know how to swear.
advertising card of a New York detective
it,
eviagency which has embarked in
"When he saw the enemy coming he
dently on a large scale:
and ran. I call that cowardice."
turned
prepared
to fur"Special.?We are
"Not
at all. He remembered tliat the
nish strike breakers, men to take the
round, and he intended to run
is
earth
from
every
capacity
place of strikers, in
attack the enemy from the
around
and
messenger boys to locomotiveengineers,
rear."
This
includes
on reasonable notice.
machinists, boiler-makers, blacksmiths,
Customer. ?Y<eu said this suit weeiild
carpenters, conductors and brakemen wear like iron.
for steam roads, conductors and motorClothier.?Well, didn't it?
men for trolley roads, etc., etc."
CrsTOMER.? Too much so. It's getA large squad of strike breakers was ting rusty already.
recently taken by a Chicago detective
One day Willie, aged live, was crying,
agency a distance of 1,000 miles from
Chicago to New Orleans to break a street- and his mamma said "Willie, you are
car strike.
getting your face all dirty from crying,"
Rioting resulted, of course. So long and Willie stopped long enough to reas human nature is what it is, such ply: "Well, it wasn't clean when I
things will cause violent outbreaks. If started," and then went em.
you dispute it, put yourself for a moment
in the place of the New Orleans strikers.
Young Wife.?That horrid tramp said
You have your home in that city. Your my biscuits were like cement, and yet
family is dependent upon your wages. he ate them.
YoungHusiianp.?Cement,eh? Well,
Your wages are low and your hours are
long. You solicit of your corporate emperhaps he wanted to make himself solid.
ployer a consideration of your condition,
asking for a few pennies more in wages
She (time 11 p. m.).?Are you aware of
and a few minutes less in working time. the fact that I am a mind-reader?
Your solicitations are ignored. Then
He.?No, indeed. But to put you to
you do the only thing you can do, unless the test, tell me what I'm thinking of.
She. ?You are thinking of starting for
you merely keep on at your wotk, with
its exhausting hours and shabby pay; home immediately.
you join with your associates in a peaceFikst English Loan.?Did you proable strike. While this is in progress a
group of strange men, imported from a pose to Miss Porkpacker?
Second English Lenin.?No. To her
thousand miles away, comes into your
city, in charge of a private detective. father. I hate to have any business dealThey do not come to settle among you ings with a woman.
as neighbors. They do not come to cast
Mrs. Jones.?I do not see what she
in their lot with the citizens of the city
wanted
to marry him for; he has a cork
whereyour humble home is established.
'eg, a glass eye and false teeth.
They come as aliens, as enemies, as proMrs. Smith. Well, dear, you know
fessional "strike breakers," and their
always did have a hankering
women
home
your
the
loss
of
as
coming means
after
remnants.
the alternative of continuing in the slavish dependence fora niggardly livelihood
"Is there any profit in selling postageupon the soulless body corporate for
inquired the man in search of
stamps?"
Public.
you
work.? The
which
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It turned out to be immensely valuable, asked tho price. He then suggested that
and the scoundrel who bought it from as a publisher he was entitled tee 50 per
cent, discount. To this tlie clerk asnic knew it all the time."
sented. "As I aru an author," proceeded
To i rist (after unusually leeng stop- Mark, "it would appear that I am again
page at small border station). ?1 say. entitleel toso per cent, discount." Again
guard, why aren't we going on? Anythe clerk bowed.
thing wrong?
"And as a personal friend of the proGUARD (who is peacefully taking his prietor," tlie humorist modestly conlunch).?There's naething wrong, sir,
tinued, "I presume tliat you.will allow
but I canna whustle the BOO; ma mouth's me tlie usual 26 per cent, discount."
fu' o' biscuits!
Once more the salesman managed to

city people," said Parmer
think themselves mighty
Smiley,
smart; but they are an ignorant set.
F'r instance, when I wuz ridin' 'long
Queen street west last Saturday, I seen
a big sign out, 'Great salo of Jerseys,
all wool.' Ha! ha! What dyer think of
that? They act'ally think that wool
grows een Jerseys. Why, any six-yearold boy on a farm knows better'n that."

" Thkm

"

produce an impressive vow.

"Well," drawled the unblushing
speaker, "under these conditions I think

I may as well take the book. What's
the price?" The clerk calmly took up
his pencil and began to figure industriously. Then he announcedthe result with the greatest obsequiousness.
"As near as I can calculate," said he,
"we owe you the book and about 85 1-2
cents. Call again."

Hows This!

"Charley, dear," exclaimed young
We oiler One Hundred Dollars Keward for
case of Catarrh that can not be cured by
Mrs. Torkins, "the paper has a sketcli any
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
of you as a rising young reformer."
F. J. CHRNEY A CO., Props., Toledo, O.
"Yes. I thought that it would surWe, the undersigned, have known F. J.
for the last 15 years, and believe him
prise and please you. What did you think Cheney
perfectly honorable In all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
of the biography?"
obligations made by their firm.
"Oh, Charley, dear, it is too good to
West A Tkuax.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
be true."

HOWES. ?I

saw your Uncle Harry
riding past in his automobile yesterday.
At least I supposed it was he.

He has

an auto,

hasn't he?
Barnes.?Yes; but if he were riding
past, it couldn't have been Uncle Harry.
Had it been he, he would have been

VVAI.WKO, KIKWAN A MARVTIf,

Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Cure Is taken Internally,actHall's Catarrh
ing directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Price, 76c. per bottlesold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hall's Family PUIS are the best.

The Tonic
Par Excellence.

under the machine tinkering at the
machinery.

Tiik following story was credited to a
New Orleans lawyer, who was asked to
address the boys of a business school.
He commenced:?
"My young friends, as I approached
the entrance to this room I noticed on
tlie panel of the eloor a worel eminently
appropriate to an institution of this
kiml. It expresses the one thing most
useful to the average man when he steps
into the arena of life. It was?"
"Pull," shouted the boys, in a roar of
laughter.
The following dialogue is reported to
have taken place in Ennis, Ireland, during a hearing eif the Studdert remount
case. One of the witnesses was asked:
"Did you sell Major Studderta horse""
"No, sir."
"Did your father sell Major Studdert
a

\
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horse?"
"No, sir."

"Did your grandfather sell him a
horse?"
"No, sir."
"Well, then, did any member of your
family sell Major Studelert anything?"
"Yes. sir."
"Who did, then.'"
"I did, sir."
"And what did you sell Major Stud-

dert?"
"I sold him a mare, sir."

DOMINION LINE.
Fast Twin-Screw Passenger Service

BOSTON to LIVERPOOL
(VIA QUEENSTOWN.)

Sailing from I'ier 7, lioosac Tminel Docks,
Charlestown, on WEDNESDAYS.

Saloon, $86 anil $80 upward, accorellng to
steamer. Second Saloon, $40. Third class at

MARK TWAIN GOT A
BARGAIN.
The following story is told by the LonGibraltar, Qenoa, Naples.
don Publishers' Circular : One day while Saloon rates, ITS upward; 2d Saloon, $60 A
HOW

Boston-MEDITERRANEAN-Service
$<JO.

Mark Train was connected with a pub?How?"
Sailing list and full particulars of
"Oh, she's a splendid teacher. She
he went into a book-store &lOHABDB, MILLS <% CO., Han's Act*
lishing-house,
"I
was
worthless
and
thought
know
lessons
it
jumped
we
our
don't care whether
at a chance to unload it on a greenhorn in New York, and, picking up a volume,
77-81 SUM BU, Buton.
or not."

